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ABSTRACT

3D Object Understanding from RGB-D Data

Jie Feng

Understanding 3D objects and being able to interact with them in the physical world

are essential for building intelligent computer vision systems. It has tremendous poten-

tials for various applications ranging from augmented reality, 3D printing to robotics. It

might seem simple for human to look and make sense of the visual world, it is however

a complicated process for machines to accomplish similar tasks. Generally, the system is

involved with a series of processes: identify and segment a target object, estimate its 3D

shape and predict its pose in an open scene where the target objects may have not been

seen before. Although considerable research works have been proposed to tackle these

problems, they remain very challenging due to a few key issues: 1) most methods rely

solely on color images for interpreting the 3D property of an object; 2) large labeled color

images are expensive to get for tasks like pose estimation, limiting the ability to train pow-

erful prediction models; 3) training data for the target object is typically required for 3D

shape estimation and pose prediction, making these methods hard to scale and generalize

to unseen objects.

Recently, several technological changes have created interesting opportunities for

solving these fundamental vision problems. Low-cost depth sensors become widely avail-

able that provides an additional sensory input as a depth map which is very useful for

extracting 3D information of the object and scene. On the other hand, with the ease of 3D

object scanning with depth sensors and open access to large scale 3D model database like



3D warehouse and ShapeNet, it is possible to leverage such data to build powerful learn-

ing models. ird, machine learning algorithm like deep learning has become powerful

that it starts to surpass state-of-the-art or even human performance on challenging tasks

like object recognition. It is now feasible to learn rich information from large datasets in

a single model.

e objective of this thesis is to leverage such emerging tools and data to solve the

above mentioned challenging problems for understanding 3D objects with a new perspec-

tive by designing machine learning algorithms utilizing RGB-D data. Instead of solely

depending on color images, we combine both color and depth images to achieve signifi-

cantly higher performance for object segmentation. We use large collection of 3D object

models to provide high quality training data and retrieve visually similar 3D CADmodels

from low-quality captured depth images which enables knowledge transfer from database

objects to target object in an observed scene. By using content-based 3D shape retrieval,

we also significantly improve pose estimation via similar proxy models without the need

to create the exact 3D model as a reference.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Understanding objects is a key step towards building intelligent machines. With the de-

velopment of computer vision, there has been great progress in tasks related to visual

objects, e.g., object segmentation, search, detection, and manipulation. Nevertheless, the

fact that these methods are designed to work with 2D color images poses challenges to-

wards interacting with objects in our physical world. e type of information we can

extract from the images is restricted to the 2D space carrying lile 3D information which

is crucial for applications in robotics, augmented reality, 3D printing, etc., where the 3D

structure of an object and its status in the scene play a critical role. is calls for more

advanced algorithms and systems to understand the 3D objects from both the appearance

level and the geometry level within a certain context.

Recent technological advancements have opened doors towards this goal, among

which, two are prominent:

• e emergence of low-cost depth sensing cameras: a type of camera which can

capture a regular color image together with an image called a depth map which en-

codes 3D information of the scene. e combination of an color image and a depth
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image is also called an RGB-D image. A sample RGB-D image is shown in Figure.1.1.

Each pixel in a depth map generally represents the physical distance between the

camera and the 3D point in the scene, where darker pixels indicate a smaller dis-

tance, as shown in Figure.1.1. e depth map offers a powerful and complementary

cue to color information to help interpret objects in the scene, including their 3D

locations, geometry, and relationship with the background. Previously, people used

expensive equipment like a laser scanner to capture depth data which is not accessi-

ble to many researchers. is has changed since the launch of Kinect. ough orig-

inally designed for gaming purposes, Kinect has been widely adopted by computer

vision researchers to capture depth maps because it is affordable and provides rea-

sonable quality. It uses a technology called structured light to compute the 3D po-

sition of the pixel. However, the depth map captured is usually relatively noisy and

may have holes. To improve the quality, the second version of Kinect [Sarbolandi,

Lefloch, and Kolb 2015] used a different sensing technology called Time-of-Flight

(ToF) which provides higher fidelity depth measurements compared to the first ver-

sion. With the success of desktop depth sensors like Kinect, efforts have started to

build and produce similar sensors for mobile devices. Examples like the structure

sensor and Google Tango signify this effort (as shown in Figure.1.2). Although it

is still early for these depth sensors to become mainstream for regular consumers,

they have been a powerful technology used to unleash research and applications

that could not be imagined before, especially for robotics and augmented reality.

• Powerful maine learning algorithms led by deep learning: a depth sensor ush-

ers in an effortless way to capture 3D data, but without an effective algorithm to

2



interpret it, its potential cannot be fully utilized. Machine learning has unlocked

great potential for understanding visual data. Although it has achieved wonderful

progress in the past few decades to understand objects from images, most of these

techniques are designed to work only with 2D color images. On the other hand,

traditional learning algorithms are limited by the power of visual features which

are mostly craed by hand. With the breakthrough in image classification, deep

learning has revolutionized various areas in computer vision to improve the per-

formance significantly. Nonetheless, most of these algorithms again only look at

color images as input source. With the addition of the depth image, it is necessary

to develop learning algorithms that can effectively utilize both color and depth im-

ages and explore feature learning for various tasks of object segmentation, search

and alignment.

Figure 1.1: An RGB-D image captured by Kinect. From le to right: color image, depth
map.

Our goal in this thesis is to develop new techniques that can solve the aforementioned

fundamental problems and provide a streamlined system to process RGB-D data and ex-

tract rich information about 3D objects in the real world scenes.

3



Figure 1.2: Popular depth cameras on the market. a) Microso Kinect, top is version 1
and boom is version 2. b) Structured sensor for iPad. c) Tango phone.

1.2 3D Object Understanding

In response to the aforementioned challenges, we develop novel techniques to solve fun-

damental computer vision problems associated with 3D object understanding, including

segmentation, search, and pose estimation, using both color and depth images, aka RGB-D

images captured from low-cost depth sensors.

3D Object Segmentation

Object segmentation aims at identifying pixels what belong to a target object. is pro-

vides accurate spatial support for the object. Results of this task have applications in im-

age editing, e.g., Adobe Photoshop. Moreover, it is generally the first stage to analyze or

interpret an image in applications involving the detection, recognition, and measurement

of objects. Traditional approaches of image segmentation mostly look at the domain of

2D color images. Due to the lost information of the 3D relationship between the scene and

the objects, color images pose challenges for segmentation by introducing variations in

appearance, lighting, viewpoint, occlusion, etc. is makes it difficult to obtain accurate

segmentation without significant user interaction in general. For 3D applications where

the geometry and 3D location of the object maer like reconstruction and measurement,

4



2D segmentation is insufficient to offer that information. e RGB-D images provide an

opportunity to address this problem from a distinct perspective. By leveraging both color

and depth information, we can expect to achieve more accurate segmentation with less

effort from a user. However, it is not trivial how robust methods can be developed to

effectively take advantage of both modalities and optimize the results of segmentation.

3D Object Retrieval

Understanding object geometry is one of the most fundamental and important problems

in 3D object understanding. With the availability of a large database of 3D models, it is

also difficult to navigate and explore this data space. Furthermore, it gives us the ability

to transfer knowledge from annotated objects in the database to real world objects. To

accomplish these tasks, one promising direction is to measure the similarity between a

captured object in an RGB-D image and a 3D object model and efficiently search within

a database to return the most similar objects. We refer to this problem as cross-domain

shape retrieval. Although 3D shape retrieval has been explored extensively before, the

problem of retrieving 3D models from RGB-D images poses several unique challenges: 1)

the CADmodel usually does not have realistic texture which fails most of the image-based

keypoint matching approaches; 2) the depth map captured by low-cost depth sensors

is noisy and incomplete; and 3) an object can be captured from an arbitrary viewpoint.

Due to the different forms used to capture and represent a 3D object, including point

cloud, a single depth image, and an image set from multiple viewpoints, a one-size-fits-

all approach is also not a viable solution. Each scenario shares the common challenges

5



mentioned above while requiring different perspectives to solve.

3D Novel Object Pose Estimation

To interact with the 3D objects, it is necessary to obtain information about its pose. e

pose information tells one where the target object is in the 3D space reflected in the cur-

rent camera view as well as how the object is oriented. is capability enables various

applications including augmented reality and robotics, where the former uses pose to

overlay virtual content for a realistic experience and the laer leverages poses to perform

manipulation-like grasping. A standard pose estimation assumes the existence of an ob-

ject with the corresponding known 3D model. is is a valid assumption for a controlled

scenario like manufacturing pipelines or applications that only work with a predefined

object as a marker. However, for many other real-world scenarios, it is just impossible

to anticipate what objects will be present in the current scene and the exact 3D model of

these anticipated objects will be available.

1.3 Our Approa

We study key research problems that are essential to our goal of understanding 3D ob-

jects in a scene: segmentation, retrieval, and pose estimation. e idea is to explore the

combination of machine learning algorithms and RGB-D data as well as 3D model data

that is available as auxiliary resources.

Although previous work has aempted to perform segmentation on RGB-D images,

the idea is simply to treat the depth image as an additional image channel and apply a

6



standard segmentation approach likeMarkov Random Field (MRF) on awhole image level.

is restricts the discrimination power of each feature cue to a fixed global weighting. We

instead relax this to allow each pixel to generate its own segmentation label by using a

feature cue that is most useful for this pixel. us, the most discriminating cue can be

utilized to infer segmentation without the interference of less useful cues, e.g., the depth

cue is more useful when a white book is in front of a white wall. We formulate the RGB-

D segmentation problem as a cue selection process via a multi-label MRF. is powerful

framework allows one to integrate multiple feature cues, e.g., color, depth, and normal,

to achieve an optimal segmentation based on the relative strength of each cue at each

pixel location. Moreover, it is dynamic and adaptive to the user input, making it possible

to fine-tune the result. By reusing the intermediate computation results across various

stages of the algorithm, we also make it very efficient.

With the target object properly segmented out of the scene, we next aim to extract

the 3D information about it. Instead of developing separated methods for each specific

purpose, we use 3D object retrieval as a general solution to connect the target object with

the knowledge base that exists as an auxiliary resource. By transferring data from anno-

tated objects in a database, we achieve a general solution for extracting information of

segmented 3D objects. We develop dedicated algorithms to tackle each retrieval scenario

where the input data takes different forms. When a point cloud is captured, 3D local de-

scriptors are extracted to encode the regional shape geometry. e random forest model

is trained over these descriptors to compute region similarity between scanned query ob-

ject and the database 3D models while maximizing robustness for noisy input. Spatial

configuration of local descriptors is further considered to measure object-level similarity
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between two point clouds. When only a depth map is captured, we leverage the auto-

encoder model to learn the view manifold of each 3D model, which allows matching from

an arbitrary viewpoint while remaining robust to appearance and lighting changes. A

weakly supervised learning algorithm is developed to recalibrate the matching scores due

to the different input and output data domains. Lastly, when multi-view data is available,

an end-to-end deep neural network is designed and applied to process a set of depth im-

ages as input and learn an effective set feature representation (as opposed to individual

frame representation) that works beer when a larger set of data is available.

Figure 1.3: System pipeline adopted in this thesis: object segmentation, shape retrieval,
and pose estimation for 3D object understanding in an open scene.

Having the power of 3D retrieval as the knowledge transfer method, we can address a

unique but practical challenge for novel object pose estimation. We first apply 3D object

detection and segmentation to find the object region. is segmented region is used to

retrieve a similar 3D model from the database as a proxy for pose estimation. Instead

of the commonly used method that exhaustively search for a matched view of the proxy

model to predict the pose, a random forest-based pose regressor is trained on the proxy
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model and is shown to achieve promising performance in both accuracy and efficiency.

is approach enables us to estimate the 3D pose even when the exact 3D model of the

target object does not exist.

While each of the three problems can find its own applications, they are also interre-

lated and can be connected to build a complete pipeline for 3D object understanding. A

potential pipeline of the system is depicted in Figure.1.3. e pipeline takes an RGB-D

image as input, and processes it through multiple stages to gain information about the

targets and generate rich data (such as 3D model and object pose) that could facilitate

practical applications.

In this dissertation, we will explore the aforementioned processing pipeline and

present novel methods developed to address the fundamental problems.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Object Segmentation

Interactive Image Segmentation

A large body of work has been proposed for segmentation of color images. Among them,

the graph cut based framework has been very popular since it was introduced by Boycov

et al. [Yuri and Marie-Pierre 2001]. In their work, the image is represented by a graph

and user inputs act as hard constraints. Graph cut is used to find a globally optimal seg-

mentation based on an energy function with balanced region and boundary information.

However, it is limited in its reliance on color information only, and so can fail in cases

where the foreground and background color distributions are overlapping or complex.

Various works tried to improve solutions to the problem of color-based segmentation.

GrabCut [Rother, Kolmogorov, and Blake 2004] iteratively updates a Gaussian Mixture

Model (GMM) of the foreground and background. Bai et al. [Bai and Sapiro 2007] uses

geodesic paths instead of graph cut to avoid its boundary-length bias. Price et al.[Price,

Morse, and Cohen 2010] combines geodesics with graph cut to combine their comple-

mentary strengths. Gulshan et al. [Gulshan et al. 2010] introduces a star-convexity shape

constraint to work with geodesic distances for segmentation. While these enhancements
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can improve the results, they are still limited to the fact that they rely on the color informa-

tion only and so still struggle in cases of overlapping or complex foreground/background

color distributions.

Unlike the flourish of interactive segmentation methods for color images, there are

very fewworks about interactive segmentation of RGB-D images. Diebold et al. [ Diebold

et al. 2015] utilizes a segmentation formulation based on total variation. Depth is added

as an additional color channel and a joint distribution for foreground pixels is computed

by incorporating three Gaussian kernels for distance, color and depth respectively. is

method extends the spatially varying color distributions [Nieuwenhuis and Cremers 2013]

using 3D geometry and the distance is also computed using depth information. Experi-

ments on a small RGB-D dataset shows the proposedmethod achieves beer segmentation

quality with less user scribbles required. In another recent work, Ge et al. [Ge et al. 2015]

employs a binary graph cut framework where color and depth cues are used separately to

compute costs that are linearly combined as the final unary term. Histogram and geodesic

distance are used for each cue respectively. A hierarchical image pyramid is also used to

speed up graph cut process. Experiments performed on the RGB-D saliency dataset [Peng

et al. 2014] and a stereo dataset demonstrates beer results than [Diebold et al. 2015].

Automatic Object Proposal

Although interactive segmentation has been widely used in applications, there are cases

we want the machine to automatically extract object regions to eliminate human effort,

e.g. robotics, self-driving cars etc.
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Selective search [Uijlings et al. 2013] takes a boom up approach by merging nearby

superpixels iteratively based on their similarity in different feature spaces to deal with

various object types. It has been used in several state-of-the-art object detection algo-

rithms including winners of ImageNet challenge [Deng et al. 2009] and PASCAL VOC

dataset [Everingham et al. 2015]. Having witnessed the success of segment-based pro-

posal, several works have been published to further improve the performance and effi-

ciency. Manen et al. [Manen, Guillaumin, and Van Gool 2013] used a randomized Prim’s

algorithm on a superpixel graph to maximize the expected sum of edge weights in a par-

tial spanning tree. It runs less than 0.7s and achieves 0.86 recall using 1000 proposals.

Krähenbühl et al. [Krähenbühl and Koltun 2014a] learns a set of seed locations which

are very likely contained in an object superpixel and use geodesic distance from seeds to

construct level sets to discover object regions. By applying thresholds, segment propos-

als are generated. Experiments show this method achieves state-of-the-art accuracy with

fewer proposals. ese works share a similar idea of combining low-level superpixels us-

ing some criteria to generate proposals. Recently, several methods [Kuo, Hariharan, and

Malik 2015][Pinheiro, Collobert, and Dollár 2015][Kong et al. 2016] leveraging the power

of deep learning have also been proposed to utilize the high-level concept of objects.

Object proposal for RGB-D images has much fewer works compared to RGB images.

Several works [Kim, Xu, and Savarese 2013][Firman et al. 2013] in robotics try to identify

object segments to help automate scene understanding. To the best of our knowledge, ob-

ject proposal has not been extensively explored in large RGB-D dataset like NYU Depth2

[Silberman et al. 2012a]. One work is [Gupta et al. 2014], which developed a 2.5D region

proposal component for their RGB-D object detector by generalizing Multiscale Combi-
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natorial Grouping (MCG) [Arbeláez et al. 2014] from the RGB domain and demonstrates

improved performance for object proposal in RGB-D. Kim et al. [Kim and Grauman 2012]

matched the shape of local object regions to an object database and transfer the global ob-

ject boundary from the database to the test image as a shape prior. Graph-cut is applied

using the shape prior to identify the accurate object segment. is method outperforms

several state-of-the-art boom up approach but has the limitation that it requires rela-

tively accurate shape matching. Kang et al. [Kang et al. 2015] also utilized an existing

object shape database to match the shape of segment proposals. HoG descriptor is used

to describe the shape of a region and match is done over a database of millions of object

exemplars. e results demonstrate using prior data does help objectness estimation.

2.2 Content-based 3D Object Retrieval

Local feature based approaes

Just as 2D local descriptors play a critical role in content-based image retrieval, many 3D

local descriptors have also been proposed to describe the local geometry of 3D models

for shape retrieval. Spin Images proposed by Johnson et al. [Johnson and Hebert 1999b]

project neighboring vertices to a local coordinate system, forming a 2D density histogram

as the feature. Spin Image is invariant to isometric deformation, but is sensitive to scale

change. Heat Kernel Descriptor [Ovsjanikov et al. 2010] offers certain non-rigid matching

capabilities, using the Laplace-Beltrami operator. Inspired by successful 2D local descrip-

tors, 3D extension of these descriptors has also been introduced for 3D shape retrieval,
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including 3D SIFT [Skelly and Sclaroff 2007] and 3D HOG [Zaharescu et al. 2009b]. ese

3D local descriptors are usually aggregated to form an object-level feature vector. Aer

extracting local descriptors from an object, the Bag-of-Words(BoW) model is oen used

to aggregate these descriptors into a histogram representation, and then distance metrics

such as ℓ1, ℓ2 or intersection are used for retrieval.

View based approaes

Another major direction for 3D shape retrieval is view-based, which project each 3D ob-

ject model to a collection of 2D view images, from which regular image features are ex-

tracted to describe the 3D model. View matching is then performed to compute similarity

scores. e view images are usually silhouees or textureless depth images, sincemost 3D

CAD models are not textured. e view-based approach can benefit from sophisticated

image processing techniques and is therefore usually more discriminative for retrieval

than 3D local descriptors. Chen et al. [Chen et al. 2003] proposed a feature representa-

tion for 3D models called Light Field Descriptor (LFD) that created 10 silhouees from

the vertices of a dodecahedron and computed Zernike moments and Fourier descriptors

for each image. Daras et al. [Daras and Axenopoulos 2009] proposed the Compact Multi-

ViewDescriptor (CMVD)method, which integrated multiple features from the binary and

depth images to describe a 3Dmodel. Bo et al. [Bo, Ren, and Fox 2011] proposed to learn a

Kernel Descriptor for RGB-D images, which demonstrated promising results on instance

and category recognition on several RGB-D datasets.
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Representation Learning for 3D Models

Despite the significant progress gained from the aforementioned approaches for 3D shape

retrieval, most still rely heavily on hand-craed features. Recent years have witnessed

unprecedented advancement in representation learning for computer vision, especially

using methods based on deep learning. Although color images remain the major focus,

some efforts have been made to extend these techniques to 3D models. Wu et al. [Wu et

al. 2015] introduced a convolutional Deep Belief Network (DBN) to infer the 3D structure

and semantics behind a depth image, outperforming existing approaches on various tasks

including shape classification and 2.5D recognition. Leng et al. [Leng et al. 2014] pro-

posed the use of a stacked local convolutional autoencoder to learn deep representation

for 3D object models, and demonstrated significant improvement over state-of-the-art re-

trieval methods. Our approach is motivated by the power of feature learning but differs

greatly from these approaches in learning an ensemble of neural networks to produce

view features and proposes a domain adaptation layer specifically for cross-domain re-

trieval problem.

2.3 3D Object Pose Estimation

Object Detection

Object detection is a long studied problem in computer vision. It aims to solve the prob-

lem of identifying objects that are present in the image which could come from different

categories with varied numbers. One of the most popular paradigm of object detection is
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treating it as a classification problem. Approaches using sliding window combined with

hand-engineered feature represent the first wave of this paradigm. In this case, sliding

window is used to explore different locations and window sizes in the image and perform

classification in each position to compute a confidence score for each candidate category.

e feature representation becomes the most important part in this paradigm. Dalal and

Triggs [Dalal and Triggs 2005] proposed Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HoG) feature

to human detection. HoG describes the gradient distribution in a set of pixels and ag-

gregate them at multiple resolutions. A linear classifier is trained using HoG to achieve

efficient prediction followed by non-maximum suppression. HoG was shown to perform

very well for this task and became the de facto feature for object detection. Deformable

Part Model (DPM) [Felzenszwalb, McAllester, and Ramanan 2008] was later proposed

to model parts of a potential object and allow certain deformation for non-rigid object

like humans. e inference was very efficient thanks to a well designed dynamic pro-

gramming algorithm for solving latent SVM. is approach was well recognized as the

state-of-the-art method for object detection based on hand-engineered feature.

Dramatic advancement started aer the introduction of deep learning, especially con-

volutional neural network (CNN) used in image classification aer 2012. is powerful

model replaced the hand-engineered feature and integrated classifier in the same pipeline

while training the network. Due to the heavy computation incurred by the straightfor-

ward sliding window process, object proposals are used to significantly reduce the object

search space. A proposal method uses efficient feature to find regions that likely to con-

tain an object regardless of its category. It can result in a reasonable number of regions,

e.g. 100 - 2000 per image, to allow comprehensive analysis while still keeping the whole
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process efficient.

e first successful aempt using CNN and proposal is R-CNN [Girshick et al. 2016],

regions with CNN features. R-CNN applies a proposal method called selective search first

on the image to get a small number of regions, then a CNN classifier is evaluated on each

region to get the feature vector. A linear classifier like SVM is then applied on the feature

to get final detection score. To refine the bounding box coordinates, a regressor is also

trained and applied to compute the offset between the detection window and ground truth

object window. R-CNN significantly improved the performance on PASCAL VOC dataset

compared to DPM. However, it has several issues: 1) slow evaluation due to forward pass

of CNN for each region; 2) CNN features are not updated when training the classifier

and regressor; 3) a complex multistage training pipeline. To tackle these challenges, Ross

[Girshick 2015] proposed fast R-CNN. e main improvement is to do CNN forward pass

only one on the whole image and project the proposed regions to the feature maps of the

final convolutional layer. en ROI pooling is applied to convert the feature activations

for each proposal region into a fixed length fully connected layer. A linear classifier and

bounding box regressor are applied on top. With the introduction of ROI pooling and

elimination of duplicate CNN computation, fast R-CNN improves the speed and make the

pipeline trainable end-to-end. Now, the whole detection pipeline of fast R-CNN can be

run very quickly, leaving the only performance boleneck to the external object proposal.

To accommodate that, Ren et al. [Ren et al. 2015] proposed faster R-CNN to include the

idea of region proposal network (RPN). e RPN uses the shared CNN feature to train a

network to predict proposal regions, and followedwith the standard fast R-CNN.is idea

makes the proposal part of the network and almost costs no computation. Faster R-CNN
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achieves almost the same detection performance as previous iterations while improving

the speed by an order of magnitude.

6 DoF Object Pose Estimation

3D object pose estimation aims to infer the position and orientation of a 3D object in a

scene. e input data can be in a 3D format, e.g. point cloud or 2D format, e.g. RGB image

or RGB-D image. In our case, we look at the seings with RGB-D images as input.

Given the success of 2D local descriptors like SIFT, they may be used to match image

parts and the pose is computed as a transformation estimation using RANSAC.e depth

information is used to project 2D location to 3D. 3D local descriptors are proposed to di-

rectly perform pose estimation on 3D point cloud [Liu et al. 2016] which can be recovered

from depth image. Ruth et al. [Rusu et al. 2008] designed a descriptor called point fea-

ture histogram (PFH) that describes the local geometry around a 3D point and perform

the matching. Later, Rusu et al. [Rusu, Blodow, and Beetz 2009] proposed an improved

version called fast point feature histogram (FPFH) that was much more efficient than the

originally proposed PFH.ese local descriptor based approaches rely heavily on the per-

formance of the hand-engineered descriptor and usually is not robust enough to handle

complicated scenarios. Furthermore, local descriptors usually work beer with textured

objects while texture-less objects simply don’t have discriminative local regions.

Hinterstoisser et al. [Hinterstoisser et al. 2011] employs LINEMOD algorithm which

extracts stable gradient and normal features. e templates are built on the fly during

testing allowing a wide range of coverage of the object pose. Matching of the template is
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very efficient, making it a promising approach for real-time applications. LINEMOD was

further improved [Hinterstoisser et al. 2012] by using discriminative learning and the

depth image. Brachmann et al. [Brachmann et al. 2014] introduced the concept of object

coordinates and learned amapping from camera coordinates to world coordinates and fit a

rigid body transformation. e features are extracted from both RGB and the depth image

and random forest is used as the learning method. Krull et al. [Krull et al. 2015] extended

the scene coordinate framework by predicting both object labels and object coordinates.

Recently, CNN is used to learn a powerful feature for pose estimation. Gupta et al.[Gupta

et al. 2015] trained a CNN to predict a coarse pose for each category, with the prediction

used to initiate a fine-grained pose search within a set of object models. Wohlhart et

al. [Wohlhart and Lepetit 2015] uses CNN to learn a descriptor that distinguishes object

poses from each other and demonstrate impressive results. Inspired by this work, Kehl et

al. [Kehl et al. 2016] learns descriptive features from local RGB-D patches and use them

to create hypotheses for pose voting. ese local feature based methods have also shown

reliable results in occluded and cluered scenes.

Although these methods have shown impressive results for the challenging pose esti-

mation problem, all of the previous works assume the 3D object model is already known

and can be used to perform pose estimation. is is not practical for real world appli-

cations where the target objects are not known beforehand and the corresponding 3D

model is not possible to obtain. Our approach specifically aims to solve the more general

cases where the corresponding 3D model of a target object is not available as the cases in

applications like robotics and augmented reality.
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Part I

3D Object Segmentation
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Chapter 3

3D Object Segmentation from RGB-D Image

3.1 Problem Statement

Binary image segmentation is the process of separating pixels into foreground and back-

ground. It is an important problem for many computer vision applications, e.g. image

editing, object recognition, image retrieval, etc. Automatic segmentation is intrinsically

ambiguous and thus cannot obtain satisfactory results on an arbitrary image without any

high-level understanding of the content. On the other hand, interactive image segmen-

tation allows a user to tell the algorithm what should be selected or not. An ideal in-

teractive segmentation algorithm should: 1) require minimal amount of user interaction;

2) achieve good accuracy. However, the colors in an image are affected by illumination,

appearance, occlusion, etc., making them less reliable for the segmentation task. Due to

this fact, significant effort from users is still necessary to achieve satisfying results on

complex images.

Recent years have witnessed the emergence of low-cost depth sensors, such as Mi-

croso Kinect, Intel RealSense and Google Project Tango. ese sensors are able to ac-

quire a depth image which captures the physical distance of the scene to the camera at

each pixel. is information is very useful for image segmentation but is lost in color
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Figure 3.1: Example foreground/background cases. (a) complex appearance, clean depth
separation; (b) touching surface; (c) same surface, different appearance; (d) touching sur-
face, similar appearance, background cluer.

imaging process. Besides depth, other feature cues can also be extracted from a depth im-

age to describe the scene, e.g. normal map, 3D point cloud, mesh structure, etc. Together

with paired RGB color image, an RGB-D image allows the possibility of combining mul-

tiple complimentary cues for the interactive segmentation problem to reduce user input

while maintaining or even improving accuracy. Despite this, few works [Diebold et al.

2015][Ge et al. 2015] have been published on interactive segmentation on RGB-D images.

ese works either treat depth as an additional color channel or simply perform a global

linear combination of different cue confidences to produce the final result, allowing them

to achieve beer performance than if using color alone. However, objects and scenes in

the real world are complicated, as shown in Figure. 3.1. Mixing depth and color cues in

a fixed way can reduce the original discriminative power of each individual cue and not

allow the algorithm to adapt, e.g. when an object and background are separated in depth

(Figure. 3.1a), the depth is more useful in determining the foreground than when select-

ing a color region on a single surface (Figure. 3.1c). Such methods also provide no way of

knowing which cues where most useful for achieving a given segmentation.
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Figure 3.2: Example result of our algorithm. Foreground click is colored in green and
background click is red.

3.2 A Cue Selection Framework for Segmentation

To beer handle and integrate multiple cues, we propose a novel cue-selection-based in-

teractive RGB-D segmentation algorithm within a graph cut framework. We observe that

at least one cuewill have highest confidence in distinguishing foreground and background

locally, which means only one cue per pixel is necessary to infer the final segmentation

result. us, we convert the standard binary labeling problem into a multi-label problem

with each label representing both the segmentation label (foreground or background) and

cue label (color, depth, normal). is allows different cues to take effect in different areas

of the image, and allows the algorithm to respond to the individual image and the user

input. An example result of our algorithm is given in Figure. 3.2 where in the first row the
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algorithm segments out the whole dress based on the depth cue given the first foreground

click since the depth cue gives a clear separation of the dress and background. By adding

a background click on the upper white part, our algorithm can intelligently obtain only

the lower blue part by switching to use the color cue as shown in the second row.

Our primary contribution is this multi-cue-selection-based interactive selection

paradigm as applied to RGB-D image selection. We model the foreground/background

probablities using a geodesic-distance-based adaptive foreground confidence map. e

pairwise term is designed to ensure smoothness of both segmentation label and cue label.

Alpha-beta swap is used to efficiently find the optimal labels. Our approach is similar to

applying a dynamic binary weighting among multiple cues at each pixel location where

only one cue gets a non-zero cue weight. To evaluate our algorithm, extensive experi-

ments are conducted on five large scale RGB-D datasets captured from different depth

sensors. Our method is able to achieve similar or beer segmentation accuracy with sig-

nificant fewer user inputs when comparing with color based algorithms and other RGB-D

based algorithms.

3.3 Approa

Binary MRF for Image Segmentation

Let i denote a pixel in image I and Ω denote the set of all pixels in I . N is the set of

adjacent pixel pairs. Interactive image segmentation is the problem of dividing Ω into

two disjoint sets, Ω1 for foreground and Ω0 for background, given some user inputs. It
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is usually formulated as a binary labeling problem via Markov Random Field (MRF) with

the following energy function:

E(S) =
∑
i∈Ω

D(Si) + λ
∑

(i,j)∈N

f(Si, Sj) (3.1)

where Si is the segmentation label for pixel i and S is the labeling of all pixels. Si takes

the value of 0 or 1 to indicate the pixel belongs to background or foreground respectively.

In Eq. 3.1, D(Si) represents the cost to assign label Si to pixel i. It is oen referred to

as unary term which usually takes the form of:

D(Si) = −log P (Si) (3.2)

where P (Si) is the probability of pixel i being assigned to label Si. For user specified

foreground or background pixels, the probability is set to 1 for corresponding labels to

make sure the final result obeys user inputs. f(Si, Sj) is the cost for assigning a pixel pair

Si and Sj and is referred to as the pairwise term.

In the color image case, f(Si, Sj) has the form:

f(Si, Sj) =


0 if Si = Sj

g(i, j) if Si ̸= Sj

(3.3)

with the similarity between adjacent pixels given by g(i, j) = exp(−|Ii−Ij |2
2σ2 ) where Ii is

the color pixel value for pixel i, so the cost will be small if we assign different labels to

nearby pixels with low similarity. λ controls the balance between unary and pairwise
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terms. By minimizing Eq. 3.1, we are able to get the optimal pixel labeling S∗. Graph cut

[Boykov and Kolmogorov 2004] can be used to efficiently minimize this energy function.

RGB-D Segmentation as Multi-label MRF

To beer handle complex natural scenes, we use three different cues to infer foreground

confidence for each pixel. Color is useful for identifying foregrounds with different ap-

pearance from their backgrounds. Given a depth map, we extract two types of cues for

each pixel. First, we use the depth value directly as one cue since it gives important

information about the relative spatial distance between foreground and background. Fur-

thermore, to be able to distinguish objects with different geometry but similar distance,

normal vectors are computed from a depth-projected 3D point cloud.

To tackle segmentation by fusing multiple cues, we propose a cue selection approach

based on the assumption that given certain user inputs, only one cue is required to explain

the segmentation result for each pixel. More specifically, we want to know: 1) if the

pixel is foreground or background; 2) which cue is most discriminative in determining

the labeling. is assumption aligns well with our intuition, allows our algorithm to

determine how to apply the cues on a local basis, and also provides an interpretation of

how each cue contributes to the segmentation.

Based on this motivation, we form a label pair Xi =< Si, Ci > for each pixel i. Si is

the segment label which takes the value of 0 or 1 to indicate if the pixel is background or

foreground respectively. Ci is the cue label which takes the value from 0 to N-1 if there

are N cues. By linearizing the label pair into a label within a [0, 2 × N) range, we can
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reformulate the labeling problem as a multi-label MRF.

E(X) =
∑
i∈Ω

D(Xi) + λ
∑

(i,j)∈N

f(Xi, Xj) (3.4)

To adapt this model to our problem, we need to provide appropriate energy terms.

Foreground/Baground Confidence Maps

For the unary term, it is similar to the binary case where each label will have a corre-

sponding cost:

D(Xi) = 1− PCi
(Si) (3.5)

e probability PCi
(Si) is based on a confidence map for cue Ci that indicates how likely

a pixel belongs to foreground or background for that individual feature. We found this

formworks beer than the log form as in Eq. 3.2. We compute this confidencemap using a

geodesic distance transform. e geodesic distance transform has been used in interactive

segmentation methods [Bai and Sapiro 2007][Price, Morse, and Cohen 2010][Gulshan et

al. 2010] to achieve very promising results. Geodesic distance inherently encodes spatial

information between pixels and is good at separating regions with similar feature values

that are not adjacent. is property fits well with interactive segmentation where the

target is usually a single connected component. Also, since a depth map shows the phys-

ical connectivity of pixels, using geodesic distance can produce a more useful distance

measure between pixels and user inputs.

We compute foreground and background confidence map given user inputs U where

U1 denotes foreground pixels and U0 the background pixels as indicated by the user. We
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first construct a weighted graph G = (V,E), where V is a set of nodes and E the edges

between nodes. e weight is computed using a different distance measure for each fea-

ture cue. For color, we convert RGB value into LAB space and use L2 norm as distance.

For depth, the absolute difference between depth values is used. As for normal, cosine

similarity is used to compute the similarity score between two unit normal vectors and

then converted to a distance measure. e geodesic distance between any two pixels i and

j is essentially the length of the shortest path d(i, j) on G. It can be computed exactly

with Dijkstra’s algorithm. For each pixel i, we calculate a geodesic distance to the closest

foreground pixel as d(i, U1) = minj∈U1
d(i, j). Similarly for background, we get d(i, U0).

en we convert the two values into a probability measure:

PCi
(Si) =

d(i, US̄i
)

d(i, USi
) + d(i, US̄i

)
(3.6)

where S̄i is the opposite label of Si (e.g. if Si = 0 then S̄i = 1). is is done for each

feature cue independently. e pairwise term is similar to the single-cue case in Eq. 3.3

except modified to handle multiple cues:

f(Xi, Xj) =


0 if Ci = Cj and Si = Sj

g′(i, j) otherwise

(3.7)

where

g′(i, j) = min
(
exp

(−D2
Ci
(i, j)

2σ2
Ci

)
, exp

(
−D2

Cj
(i, j)

2σ2
Cj

))
(3.8)

DCi
is the raw feature distance between adjacent nodes for cueCi as computed in geodesic
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distance transform.

In the case that Ci = Cj , this is the same as Eq. 3.3 being applied to the feature Ci.

No cost is assigned if the segment label does not change, and a cost inverse to the edge

strength is assigned if different segment labels are given. In the case that Ci ̸= Cj , we

want the algorithm to always choose the most discriminative cue to decide where to place

the boundary versus where to enforce smoothness in the labels. us the cost is based on

the inverse edge strength of the best cue possible.

Optimization

Given the unary and pairwise terms, we combine them into the MRF formulation in

Eq. 3.4. Directly minimizing the energy function is an NP-complete problem in general.

ere exist methods to search for a local minimum such as alpha expansion and alpha-beta

swap [Boykov, Veksler, and Zabih 2001]. Since our pairwise term is not a sub-modular

function, it can not be optimized by alpha expansion. us alpha-beta swap is adopted.

is algorithm randomly selects two labels from the label set and tries to reduce the en-

ergy by swapping these labels. It usually only takes a few iterations (3-4) to converge.

To ensure good responsiveness for interactive segmentation, we use superpixels in-

stead of pixels as nodes in our graph to reduce the node numbers. We use SLIC [Achanta et

al. 2012] to compute our superpixels due to its regular shaped results and good efficiency.

e feature vector of each cue on a superpixel is the mean value of all pixel features. Su-

perpixels are extracted from color image given that depth map is well aligned. e mean

feature vector for a superpixel is robust to small misalignment between color and depth.
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e pixel level confidence map can be created by seing all pixels within the same super-

pixel to the superpixel score. Superpixels may not exactly follow the object boundary at

the pixel level. To produce an accurate and smooth boundary, a pixel-level boundary re-

finement is performed aer obtaining the segmentation mask. Only superpixels along the

foreground and background boundary are allowed to change. We set pixels within these

superpixels to have unknown labels. All other pixels are set to either hard foreground

or background based on their corresponding superpixels. GrabCut [Rother, Kolmogorov,

and Blake 2004] is used to infer the labels for boundary pixels.

User Interaction

In an interactive segmentation problem, user inputs typically can take one of the follow-

ing forms: 1) foreground/background clicks: this gives the least amount of user inputs;

2) foreground/background strokes: this is essentially a series of clicks; 3) bounding box

around target object: strong indication of background outside the box and weak indica-

tion of object inside the box. ese three forms of user inputs can all be converted to a

pixel-level input to be used in our problem seing.

In this work, we look at the first input type, fg/bg clicks, as it brings the best user expe-

rience by imposing the least amount of effort at user side and at the same time is the most

challenging one with the least supervision for a segmentation algorithm. When starting,

a user may provide a foreground click before any background clicks. When this happens,

the foreground probability will be computed as d(i, U1) normalized by maxi d(i, U1). Be-

cause of the cumulative nature of geodesic distance, even the pixels within the same ob-
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ject may receive a big distance value if they are far away from the foreground pixels. To

deal with this issue, we adopt a background prior similar with that used in salient object

detection [Wei et al. 2012]. We treat superpixels touching the image boundary as poten-

tial background. To deal with cases where the object is touching the image boundary,

we compute a likelihood score for each superpixel. Unlike the 1D saliency measure, the

additional depth map provides much stronger evidence of how a boundary superpixel

is connected to a foreground superpixel. We use a predefined threshold (0.5) on depth

geodesic distance between boundary superpixels and the closest foreground superpixel.

ose having a larger distance are classified as background.

3.4 Experiments

Datasets

We evaluate our RGB-D interactive segmentation algorithm on five datasets captured by

two popular depth sensors, Microso Kinect v1 and Kinect v2. Kinect v1 uses structured

light for measuring depth while Kinect v2 uses Time-of-Flight (ToF) to get higher fidelity

depth values. For Kinect v1 datasets, we used 3 public datasets: RGB-D Salient Object

dataset (Saliency) [Peng et al. 2014], Berkeley 3D dataset (B3D) [Janoch et al. 2013] and

NYU Depth2 dataset (NYU2) [Silberman et al. 2012b]. e RGB-D salient object dataset

contains 1000 images with corresponding depth images. Both indoor and outdoor scenes

are covered. Each image contains only one annotated object. e Berkeley dataset con-

tains 849 RGB-D images from indoor scenes, each image usually containingmore than one
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object. It was originally collected for object detection, and we use a subset of 554 images

with the object masks from SUN RGB-D benchmark [“SUN RGB-D: A RGB-D Scene Un-

derstanding Benchmark Suite”]. eNYU2 dataset contains 1449 RGB-D imagesmostly of

cluered scenes that have many small objects. Since the dataset provides category labels

for each pixel, we extract object masks from these annotations. For Kinect v2 datasets,

we use those provided by the SUN RGB-D benchmark suite. e benchmark includes

two Kinect v2 datasets, one with 300 images (alignedkv2) and the other with 3486 images

(kv2data).

We use all annotated objects in each dataset as a target to segment. To the best of our

knowledge, this is by far the largest evaluation task for interactive segmentation both on

color and RGB-D images. ese datasets exhibit diverse real world scenes with various

object categories, making segmentation very challenging.

Evaluation and Comparison

For interactive segmentation, the most important performance metrics are segmentation

accuracy and the amount of user inputs required. We use the following two protocols to

cover both cases.

Accuracy given fixed inputs

To compute accuracy of an output segment given a ground truth segment, we use Jaccard

coefficients as in prior works [Krähenbühl and Koltun 2014a][Ge et al. 2015]. It computes

the ratio of areas from segment intersection and segment union, aka IoU (Intersection

over Union). We give the same inputs to all methods for fair comparison. e inputs are
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computed as skeleton pixels of both foreground and background regions for each ground

truth mask. An example input is shown in Figure.3.3.

Figure 3.3: Example skeleton input. From le to right: color image, ground truth mask,
foreground skeleton, background skeleton.

Accuracy vs. Clis (AvC)

To show the effort required by a user for the interactive segmentation task, we calcu-

late the average IoU value given a certain number of clicks. In order to conduct large

scale evaluation in an automatic way, we designed a method to predict the next best click

adaptively given the output segment mask and ground truth mask.

First, we compute the intersection of the ground truth and current segmentationmask.

We subtract it from the ground truth to obtain regions that need to be added, and subtract

it from the current selection to obtain regions that need to be removed. Considering

disjoint regions may exist in the mask, we extract the largest connected component from

it and compute its centroid. e valid pixel closest to the centroid is selected as the next

click with corresponding fg/bg label. is algorithm is guaranteed to eventually converge

to the ground truth. Given an input image, we iteratively predict the next best pixel to

click and get an output segment mask. IoU is then computed. e process terminates
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when the maximum click number is reached and we keep tracking of the average IoU

given the number of clicks on all images from each dataset. is metric is referred to as

AvC.

We compare with segmentation algorithms on both color and RGB-D. For color, we

compare with 3 algorithms: 1) GrabCut [Rother, Kolmogorov, and Blake 2004]; 2) Lazy

Snapping [Li et al. 2004]; 3) Geodesic Graph Cut [Price, Morse, and Cohen 2010]. For

RGB-D based segmentation, we look at two interactive segmentationmethodswhichwere

published very recently, RGB-D Linear Comb [Ge et al. 2015] and RGB-D TVSeg [Diebold

et al. 2015]. We use the GrabCut implementation fromOpenCV by changing the bounding

box input to a pixel mask input. ree iterations are applied for each cut. e Geodesic

graph cut code is kindly provided by the authors. RGB-D TVSeg has an open source

implementation. For all other methods, we implemented them ourselves. For our method,

we show results using only color and depth cues, and using color, depth, and normal cues.

is allows more fair comparison to the RGB-D methods that do not use normals.

Implementation Details

Normals are computed using the average cross-product of vertex vectors within a neigh-

borhood. It gives similar accuracy to plane fiing but runs more efficiently. For each

image, we generate approximately 800 superpixels to have accurate separation along the

object boundary. e multi-label MRF optimization is carried out using the gco library

from [Boykov and Kolmogorov 2004]. e pairwise weight is set to 0.1 which we find

produces the best results for our algorithm.
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Results

We first show segmentation accuracy given fixed input on three Kinect v1 datasets in

Table. 3.1. Our method achieves consistently higher accuracy compared to both color

and RGB-D methods. Close to 10% improvement can be seen by effectively incorporating

depth compared to color only methods. Our method achieves an average 3 − 5% higher

accuracy compared to other RGB-D based algorithms.

e first row in Figure.3.4 shows the AvC curves on Kinect v1 datasets. Our algorithm

is able to get best performance across all datasets with a clear margin. On RGB-D saliency

dataset, due to its relative simplicity, all methods perform much beer than on B3D and

NYU2. To achieve an IoU accuracy of 90%, our method only needs 5 clicks compared to

15 clicks required by the best color model Geodesic Graph Cut. With the same amount

of clicks, the proposed method gets about 8-10% higher for absolute accuracy than com-

peting RGB-D segmentation methods. e other two datasets are much more challenging

due to small objects, cluer and noisy depth input, so the performance of all methods

decrease noticeably. Yet, our method is able to improve its accuracy more stably while

clicks are added. Our method gets much beer accuracy when only a few clicks (5-10)

are present. By adding normal cue, the performance of our algorithm can be further im-

proved on almost all datasets. Up to 5% gain can be seen on B3D dataset. is shows the

power of cue selection which fuses multiple cues for segmentation while preserving the

discriminability of each cue.

We use RGB-D Saliency dataset as a testbed to further conduct comparisons with

two additional methods. First is a recent color based method [Nieuwenhuis and Cremers
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2013]. It performs much beer than other color based methods but still fall behind our

method with color and depth cues by a margin. e other method is binary graph cut

using geodesic distance on the joint feature vector of each cue. It manages to beat other

two RGB-D approaches but is clearly worse than our method both using color and depth

or all three cues. is indicates the proposed multi-label formulation for cue selection is

more advanced than binary energy which is also limited to produce only segmentation

label.

Method Saliency B3D NYU2
GrabCut [Rother, Kolmogorov, and Blake 2004] 0.78 0.65 0.58

Lazy Snapping [Li et al. 2004] 0.75 0.60 0.50
Geodesic Graph Cut [Price, Morse, and Cohen 2010] 0.80 0.71 0.64

RGB-D TVSeg [Diebold et al. 2015] 0.84 0.76 0.73
RGB-D Linear Comb [Ge et al. 2015] 0.85 0.77 0.74

Ours: Color+Depth 0.87 0.82 0.77
Ours: Color+Depth+Normal 0.87 0.81 0.78

Table 3.1: IoU values with fixed inputs on Kinect v1 datasets.

Method Aligned KV2 KV2data
GrabCut [Rother, Kolmogorov, and Blake 2004] 0.56 0.58

Lazy Snapping [Li et al. 2004] 0.52 0.51
Geodesic Graph Cut [Price, Morse, and Cohen 2010] 0.55 0.53

RGB-D TVSeg [Diebold et al. 2015] 0.65 0.60
RGB-D Linear Comb [Ge et al. 2015] 0.66 0.59

Ours: Color+Depth 0.72 0.66
Ours: Color+Depth+Normal 0.73 0.68

Table 3.2: IoU values with fixed inputs on Kinect v2 datasets.

Besides the three Kinect v1 datasets, we also evaluated all methods on two Kinect v2

datasets. e fixed input accuracy is shown in Table.3.2.

Again, our algorithm has much higher performance comparing to other color based

and RGB-D based algorithms.
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(b) Berkeley 3D dataset
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(c) NYU depth2 dataset
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(d) alignedkv2
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(e) kv2data

GrabCut
Lazy Snapping
Geodesic Graph Cut
RGBD TVSeg
RGBD Linear Comb
Nieuwenhuis et al.
High-dim Geodesic + Binary Cut
Ours: Color+Depth
Ours: Color+Depth+Normal

Figure 3.4: AvC on 5 RGB-D datasets (best viewed in color).

e second row in Figure.3.4 plots AvC curves on Kinect v2 datasets. On both datasets,

our method performs significantly beer than all other methods. For alignedkv2, at least

12% improvement can be seen when only 5 clicks are given. With the inclusion of the

normal cue, our accuracy under same number of clicks improves about 5%. is is due to

the existance of many objects touching the ground like chairs and tables. Noticeably, our

method also shows beer stability (less zigzag up and down) when more clicks are given

as compared with other methods, including the two RGB-D based methods.

We show example segmentation results from each dataset in Figure.3.5. ese exam-

ples cover various real world scenarios where selection can be challenging.

Row 1 shows a case where the object has similar color as the background. By lever-

aging depth, it can be selected by our algorithm effortlessly.

In row 2, depth information is almost useless in selecting the world map on the wall.
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Aer placing a background click outside it on the wall, the algorithm knows the color cue

is more useful to distinguish foreground from background and uses it for the selection.

Rows 3-6 contain objects that are within complex backgrounds and are not uniformly

colored, especially for the footrest and bed in row 5 and 6 where other objects, e.g. mag-

azine, toys are also part of them.

Depth alone is not sufficient due to the similar depth where they touch the ground.

However, ourmulti-cue paradigm is able to combine different cues to get the best selection

results with only 1-2 clicks. Note the cue switch in rows 4 and 5 where a transition from

depth cue to normal cue happens inside the object. is allows the algorithm to use the

more discriminative normal cue for separating the ground and the object.

Rows 7 and 8 showcase selection in a cluered scenes with large color and depth

variation. ere are also other objects with similar appearance and depth close to our

targets. Our algorithm still performs well, requiring only few clicks.

In the last row, the depth image is very noisy and even incorrect in some image regions,

e.g. upper le background. Our algorithm is quite robust to avoid incorrect background

depth and use the more confident color cue to determine background region while still

leveraging the depth cue to obtain the complete multi-colored traffic sign with only 1

click.

is adaptive cue selection characteristic makes our algorithm very effective in pro-

ducing good segmentation results based on user intention. Additionally, by looking at

the cue map, we can understand how each feature cue is behaving to get the final results

and which cues are more useful in the given scene context.

Failure Cases
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Figure 3.5: Example results. Foreground click is colored green and background click is red
(note the input is only the clicked pixel, the click circle is only for visualization). Each row
from le to right: depth image, color coded normal map, input clicks and result contour,
feature cue map. e meanings of cue labels are shown in the top bar.
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While we can always converge to a desired result given enough user interaction, some

images require more interaction than desired. Example failure cases are shown in Fig-

ure.3.6. Most of the failures we observed can be aributed to two reasons.

e first is highly unreliable depth quality. Row 1 in Figure.3.6 shows an example

where the scene is captured outdoor. Current low-cost depth sensors cannot deal well

with outdoor scenes under direct sunlight. e depth map is severely corrupted, which

causes our depth foreground map to be incorrect, resulting inaccurate segmentation. e

second reason is misalignment between color and depth. In row 2, with the color su-

perpixel boundary overlaid on top of depth image, it is obvious the superpixels from the

color image are not aligned well with the boundary in the depth image, e.g. zoom in to

the lower right boundary of the dress. When this happens, our algorithm still tries to use

the strongest cue to figure out the boundary, which in this case is depth background. Our

boundary refinement is able to recover certain part of the true boundary without adding

more inputs.

3.5 Conclusion

We proposed a novel RGB-D interactive image segmentation algorithm based on cue se-

lection. e method effectively fuses multiple feature cues into a unified multi-label MRF

framework. Foreground confidence is adaptively computed based on user inputs using a

geodesic distance transform. A pairwise term considering both segmentation label and

cue label is designed to allow selection of one cue for determining the segmentation result

locally while encouraging smooth labeling overall. Extensive experiments on five large
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Figure 3.6: Failure cases. Row 1 (le to right): depth image, foreground confidence on
depth map, user click and segmentation result, cue map. Row 2 (le to right): color
superpixel contour overlayed on depth image, user click and segmentation result, refined
segmentation, cue map.

scale RGB-D datasets captured by Kinect v1 and v2 show our algorithm achieves much

beer performance than algorithms using only color information by effectively applying

depth information. Also, significant improvement is obtained beyond the state-of-the-art

RGB-D interactive segmentation algorithm.

Future work will be devoted to investigating other important cues for RGB-D seg-

mentation and to extending the proposed method to automatic object segmentation. Ad-

ditionally, our proposed multi-label MRF is a general approach that can be used given

different cues like texture or motion and applied to different problems such as semantic

or video segmentation.
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Part II

3D Object Retrieval
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Chapter 4

3D Object Retrieval from Point Cloud

4.1 Problem Statement

Shape-based retrieval and analysis of 3D models is an important research topic in com-

puter vision, graphics, and computational geometry due to the wide applications in many

domains such as archeology, architecture, medical imaging, and computer-aided design

(CAD). In the past two decades, extensive efforts have been made to design effective 3D

shape retrieval algorithms [Tangelder and Veltkamp 2008]. e existing work is mainly

focused on two search scenarios, i.e., search by sketch [Funkhouser et al. 2003][Zeleznik,

Herndon, and Hughes 2007] (Figure4.1(a)) and search with CAD models as query input

[Tangelder and Veltkamp 2008] (Figure.4.1(b)). Alongwith the advances of low-cost depth

sensors such as Microso Kinect, PrimeSense sensors, and the newly revealed mobile

depth sensor from Google, there is tremendous growth of user-generated 3D data, which

promotes the study of a new cross-domain retrieval problem, i.e., search with user-captured

models, where the users capture potentially noisy depth data and images of the object to

their interest, and then use reconstructed 3D models as queries to find similar 3D shapes

from a large collection of high-quality CAD models as illustrated in Figure.4.1(c). Such

a cross-domain scenario also promotes new applications for 3D shape retrieval, such as
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CAD Model Database

(a) Search by sketch (c) Search with 

user-captured models
(b) Search with CAD

Figure 4.1: Different 3D shape retrieval scenarios: (a) search by sketch; (b) search with
CAD; and (c) cross-domain search with user-captured models from low-cost sensors.

high-quality 3D scanning, manipulation and printing.

Note that the existing methods for search with CAD models are oen specifically

designed for high resolution models with a well-controlled level of quality, which differ

from the 3D models captured with low-cost sensors in several aspects. First, the user-

capturedmodels oen contain a significant level of noise generated in either the capturing

or the reconstruction process. Second, the generated model in uncontrolled environment

is oen incomplete due to various reasons like occlusions or partial views. Hence, this

new retrieval scenario with user-captured models brings significant challenges in various

aspects of shape analysis and retrieval, including 3D shape descriptor extraction, model

representation and matching.

More specifically, existing 3D shape retrieval approaches generally follow two popu-

lar frameworks, local feature matching with optional spatial verification [Funkhouser et

al. 2004][Johnson and Hebert 1999a][Zaharescu et al. 2009a][Sun, Ovsjanikov, and Guibas
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2009][Kokkinos et al. 2012] and the Bag-of-Feature scheme [Bronstein et al. 2011][Bron-

stein and Kokkinos 2010], both of which require effective 3D local features. Although

great progress has been made in 3D feature design, such as spin-image based descriptor

[Johnson and Hebert 1999a], MeshDOG/MeshHOG [Zaharescu et al. 2009a], Heat Ker-

nel Signature (HKS) [Sun, Ovsjanikov, and Guibas 2009][Bronstein and Kokkinos 2010],

and Intrinsic Shape Context (ISC) descriptor [Kokkinos et al. 2012],these low-level shape

features highly rely on the quality of the 3D models and tend to be sensitive to model

noise that is oen encountered with low-cost depth sensors. Furthermore, neither of

these two frameworks explicitly address the challenge of partial models, resulting in de-

generated performance in cross-domain 3D retrieval. For instance, previous study shows

that the Scale-Invariant Heat Kernel Signature (SIHKS) achieves a high retrieval accuracy

with CAD model queries [Bronstein and Kokkinos 2010], but significantly degrades for

user-captured model queries [Machado et al. 2013]. To address these issues, spatial con-

sistency checking has been used in both 2D [Philbin et al. 2007] and 3D [Bronstein et al.

2011] cases. But the existing spatial consistency checking approaches such as pairwise

feature quantization and RANSAC [Philbin et al. 2007] are still insufficient to handle the

severe challenges associated with user-generated low-quality partial models, as observed

in [Machado et al. 2013]. is is because the spatial consistency checking is oen heuris-

tic, and merely acts as a preprocessing or postprocessing, without principled optimization

considering both feature similarity and spatial constraints.

To address the above two challenges, in this chapter, we propose a robust and effective

cross-domain shape retrieval approach by encoding local geometric structures in a Con-

ditional Random Field (CRF), with a learned similarity measurement for robust feature
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Figure 4.2: Framework of our cross-domain 3D shape retrieval based on Regression Tree
Fields. Best viewed in color.

matching. e target objects in this work are non-deformable. In particular, we build a

CRF on the 3D points of the query model. Random forests are exploited to estimate rough

similarity based on individual 3D point efficiently, thus to determine the unary potential.

e geometric structures around each 3D point are embedded in the pairwise potential

in a novel way, formulating the overall framework as a variant of Regression Tree Field

[Jancsary et al. 2012], as show in Figure.4.2. Compared with the earlier approaches such

as the Bag-of-Feature scheme and the existing partial matching algorithms, the proposed

Regression Tree Field approach utilizes rich geometric information (instead of traditional

pairwise spatial relationship checking) to compensate ill effects from model noise and in-

completion. We evaluate our approach using two empirical study cases for cross-domain

shape retrieval: a) the erying with Partial Models dataset from SHREC 09 [Dutagaci

et al. 2009]; and b) the Low-Cost Depth Sensing Camera data from SHREC 13 [Machado

et al. 2013], both of which contain noisy 3D models reconstructed from low-cost depth
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sensors. e experimental results clearly demonstrate the superior performance of the

proposed method, compared with several state-of-the-art 3D shape retrieval approaches.

4.2 Approa

To address the partial matching problem for 3D shape retrieval using noisy models cap-

tured by low-cost depth sensors, we here propose to use a potential minimization formu-

lation on a Conditional Random Field (CRF) defined on the query model, where the po-

tential functions are efficiently estimated through random forest prediction. is forms

a variant of Regression Tree Field [Jancsary et al. 2012], with a difference that the po-

tential is not learned fully jointly, resulting in more affordable training and testing time

for larger-scale shape retrieval. Below, we will first introduce the notations, and then

illustrate the potential function design, followed by our efficient method to determine the

potential functions.

Formulation

Assume we are given a database consisting of N 3D mesh models {Mn}Nn=1 with n as

the index of models, and a possibly incomplete and noisy user-captured modelMq as the

query. e goal of a cross-domain shape retrieval engine is to return a ranked list of the 3D

models in the database, such that the models ranked higher are more similar to the query.

In our formulation, we first construct a conditional randomfield onMq with an undirected

graph representation G = (V , E). Here we specifically use the 3D points in Mq as the

vertices V = {vi}|V|i=1 with |V| being the cardinality, and the edges E are the connections
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between nearby 3D points in an ϵ-ball manner. For a 3D point vi in Mq, we compute the

Scale-Invariant Spin Image (SISI) [Darom and Keller 2012] to represent the local geometry

of a 3D patch centered at vi. e calculated 128-dimensional SISI descriptor is used as

the observation xi of the CRF. Besides the observation xi, each vertex is also associated

with a continuous vector yi ∈ RN as the output variable conditioned on x, where the n-

th element (yi)n denotes the partial matching score between the i-th patch of the query

modelMq and the n-th CADmodel in the database. Compared to the standard CRF seing

that oen has a scalar as the output variable, in our CRF construction process, we have the

output variable as aN -dimensional vector indicating the partial similarity between the 3D

patch and each CAD model in the database. In the following, by designing the objective

potential function to encode both the shape similarity and geometric consistency, we expect

the inferred y to be a discriminant indicator for measuring the partial similarity between

3D patches and CAD models, while being robust to model noise and model incompletion

in the cross-domain shape retrieval task.

With the undirected graph model (V , E) and the associated random variables x, y, we

can model the conditional distribution of the CRF. In particular, the optimal similarity

scores y can be derived through minimizing the following potential function in a loga-

rithmic form as

y∗ = argmin
y

logΨ
(
y | x

)
. (4.1)

With the assumption that the conditional distribution obeys the Markov property with

respect to the graph, the potential functionΨ
(
y | x

)
can be further decomposed as a unary

termΨu defined on each vertex and a pairwise termΨp defined on each pair of connected
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vertices,

logΨ(y | x) = λ
∑
vi∈V

logΨu(yi | xi) + (1− λ)
∑

(vi,vj)∈E

logΨp(yi, yj | xi, xj), (4.2)

where the coefficient λ is a parameter weighting contributions from these two terms.

Note that the above two terms reflect important properties for shape retrieval. e unary

term Ψu provides an robust estimation of similarity scores solely considering the local

shape of the individual 3D patches, namely shape similarity. e pairwise term Ψp aims

to further refine the scores by enforcing geometric consistency among neighbor patches.

rough combining these two terms, our method can handle cross-domain partial match-

ing with the unary term, while being less sensitive to model noise and incompletion due

to the embedded geometric consistency in the pairwise term. A natural concern of this

formulation is the scalability, especially given that the optimization in Eq.4.1 may involve

hundreds of variables with thousands of dimensions. But as we will show shortly, by ex-

ploring the sparsity of the problem and use discriminative random forests, inference on

such CRFs can be very efficient and scalable to large-scale datasets.

Unary Potential to Classify 3D Keypoints

Following the standard practice of CRFs, the unary potential is used to penalize the vari-

able x being far away from a rough estimation ỹ = f(x). In particular, the unary potential

is defined as a quadratic loss,

logΨu(yi | xi) =
1

2
(yi − f(xi))T (yi − f(xi)). (4.3)
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Here the function f : x ∈ R128 → y ∈ RN is a discriminative regressor which efficiently

estimates similarity scores between a 3D patch in Mq and a database model Mn, n =

1, · · · , N . We employ random forests as an ensemble learningmethod to build an efficient

regression process, as discussed in Section.4.2.

Pairwise Potential to Encode Spatial Relations

As a key difference from standard CRF formulation, the pairwise potential in our approach

utilizes all the models in the database to help embed the local geometric structures. In-

tuitively, for a pair of neighbor vertices (vi, vj) ∈ E from the query model Mq, their

corresponding vertices vni ′, vnj ′ in a similar database model Mn should also be close by.

Otherwise it indicates the spatial proximity of the neighbor vertices (vi, vj) is violated

in the process of matching against the model Mn, and therefore Mn is not a spatially

consistent candidate to the query. We define the pairwise term as

logΨp(yi, yj|xi, xj) =
N∑

n=1

∥vni ′(xi)− vnj ′(xj)∥2 · (yi)n(yj)n. (4.4)

Recall that yi and yj are the retrieval scores of the 3D patches xi, xj in the query against

all database models, with (yi)n, (yj)n being the similarity scores against a database model

Mn. Here, vni ′(xi) and vnj ′(xj) are the 3D coordinates of the matched vertices in modelMn

corresponding to 3D patches xi and xj , respectively. us ∥vni ′(xi)− vnj ′(xj)∥2 measures

the Euclidean distance between two matched vertices in the modelMn. For well matched

vertices vni ′(xi) and vnj ′(xj), they are nearby with a small Euclidean distance, which in-

dicates their similarity scores to the query patches will be less penalized recall we wish
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to minimize the potential function. On the contrary, if the matched vertices vni ′(xi) and

vnj ′(xj) are not spatially close to each other, indicating a large spatial distance, their sim-

ilarity scores (yi)n, (yj)n to the query patches will be suppressed since our objective is

to minimize the above potential function. It is also worth noting that each model in the

database is checked separately in the pairwise term computation, which does not require

any pose estimation or calibration, thus being more reliable against sensor noise and in-

complete models. In practice, the straightforward local feature matching to find the cor-

responding vertices vni ′, vnj ′ is unreliable under sensor noise. erefore we further use

random forests to robustly determine the vertex correspondences, as will be introduced

in Section.4.2.

Inference

Let us define a matrix V ∈ RN×N with its element Vij calculated as Vij =
∑N

n=1

(
∥vni ′ −

vnj ′∥2
)
. en, the pairwise potential can be wrien in a compact matrix form as

logΨp(yi, yj) = yTi Vijyj. (4.5)

Hence, the overall log pairwise potential is represented as

∑
(vi,vj)∈E

logΨp(yi, yj) = yTV y, (4.6)

where y ∈ RN |V| is the concatenation of all the column vectors yi, and V is a blockwise

matrix with |V| × |V| blocks, each as Vij . Substituting Ψu and Ψp in Eq.4.2 by the above
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derivations, we can derive the objective potential function in a quadratic form as,

y∗ = argmin
y

logΨ(y | x) = argmin
y

(1
2
yTHy− cTy

)
, (4.7)

where we have

H = λI + (1− λ)V

c = λỹ = λf(x).

y and ỹ are the column concatenation of yi and ỹi (c.f. Unary Potential above) respectively.

However, the above quadratic problem is not necessary to be convex since H might not

be positive semi-definite in practice. erefore we use the stationary point that gives the

solution to the linear system Hy = c as an approximate solution. Because H is high

dimensional, it is computationally prohibitive to directly compute the analytical solution

to the linear system. Following Regression Tree Fields [Jancsary et al. 2012], we use the

conjugate gradient descent to obtain the solution efficiently in an iterative manner. In

addition, sinceH is oen sparse, the inference procedure is fairly efficient, which usually

ends in 10 iterations within 0.1 seconds on a desktop i7 CPU.

Aer computing the locally optimal solution y∗ = {(y∗i )n} (1 ≤ i ≤ |V|, 1 ≤ n ≤ N),

we can derive the final ranking score to a query model as sn =
∑|V|

i=1(y
∗
i )n, which will be

used for reranking.

However, in order to make this framework fast enough for real applications, two criti-

cal problems remain unresolved: a) to efficient obtain the rough estimation of the similar-
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ity scores {ỹi = f(xi)} for the unary term; and b) to perform efficient matching of (vi, vj)

against every model in the database to determine the pairwise potential term. Below we

present our choice by using random forests to accomplish these tasks in a sub-linear test-

ing time.

Efficient Estimation of Potential Functions

To achieve fast estimation of the similarity score {ỹi = f(xi)}|V|i=1 in the unary potential

term, we propose to use the random forest method to carry out a regression process. e

training data contains all the extracted features of 3D patches from the database models

as inputs, and the indices of the associated model as discrete responses. For the random

forest, each decision tree is trained recursively using the standard information gain al-

gorithm with the linear classifiers for data spliing. Finally, each leaf node in a decision

tree receives a score vector pl = [pl1, · · · , pln, · · · , plN ] measuring the frequencies of the

patches of a specific 3D model falling in that leaf with the element computed as

pln =
# of training examples from the model n

# of training examples
, n = 1, · · · , N.

Here l = 1, · · · , L is the index of the decision tree with L being the number of decision

trees in the random forest.

Given a feature vector xi from a 3D patch in the query model, we first conduct ex-

amination from the root node to leaf nodes through all the decision trees in the trained

random forest. e rough estimation of the similarity scores between a patch in the query

model xi and the CADmodels are computed via averaging the recomputed score pl on the
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the efficient estimation of the pairwise potential term using
random forests.

retrieved leaf nodes as ỹi = 1
L

∑L
l=1 pl. Compared to the traditional way that computes

the similarity score by performing exhaustive matching between features, the regression

method utilizes a discriminative decision model that can capture the underlying distribu-

tions of the features, resulting more robust estimation against model noise. In addition,

the random forests method also benefits from the computational efficiency with a sub-

linear time complexity, that can be further sped up for handling large scale applications

through easy parallel implementations.

To estimate the pairwise potential term, it is necessary to find the best matched patch

in a CAD modelMn for a query patch xi to derive the corresponding vertex vni ′. Here we

propose to again employ random forests to perform fast matching in a classification man-

ner, with the framework shown in Figure.4.3. In particular, we set 3D bounding boxes on

each CAD model and partition the model in to d× d× d voxels, each of which contains a

set of 3D vertices. Here d is oen set as a small value, such as d = 4 in our experiments.
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en we use those partitioned vertices as training data to build a random forest for each

model with the leaf node generating the prediction of which voxel the query patch falls

into. e random forests are trained in the same manner by using the information-gain

based algorithm. en for a given query patch xi, we can quickly retrieve a small voxel in

Mn that could contain similar patch, and adopt the center of that voxel as thematched ver-

tex vni ′. Providing random forests empirically provide testing time of O(logC), in which

C is the class number, the total time cost for matching a query patch with all the CAD

models is O(N log d), significantly faster than exhaustive matching with the time cost

as O(N |V|). In our experiments, we observe that such a random forest based matching

achieves fast yet accurate matching results in practice. For instance, for a database with

720 models and a query with 500 points, it only requires less than 0.2 second on modern

i7 CPUs to accomplish the matching procedure, where 80% of the matched results are the

nearest vertices.

4.3 Experiments

To provide quantitative performance evaluation of the proposed cross-domain shape re-

trieval approach, we conduct experiments on two benchmarks from the well-known

SHape REtrieval Contest (SHREC). e first dataset is from theerying with the Partial

Models track in the SHREC 09 [Dutagaci et al. 2009], which consists of incomplete and

noisy models captured from desktop 3D scanners. e second dataset contains query 3D

models generated by Microso Kinect sensor that were used in the SHREC 13 [Machado

et al. 2013]. Below we describe the details of the datasets, experimental seings, and
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evaluation results.

Datasets

e dataset from the erying with Partial Models track of SHREC 09 is specifically de-

signed to explore the frontier of 3D shape retrieval techniques in handling incomplete and

possibly noisy query samples. It consists of a set of 720 high-quality CAD models as the

database for querying. e CADmodels are from 40 categories such as bird, fish, mug and

car with 18models for each category. In addition, it has two query sets, including a set of

high-quality incomplete samples cropped from CAD models, and a set of user-captured

models obtained with a desktop 3D scanner. Here we use the user-captured query set

since it well represents the common challenges of cross-domain shape retrieval, such as

surface noise and model incompletion due to self-occlusion. Examples of the physical

objects used to capture the models are shown in Figure.4.4 (a), with the user-captured

models shown in Figure.4.4 (b).

As another popular low-cost depth sensor, Microso Kinect is used to build 3D mod-

els using multiple range images [Izadi et al. 2011]. Compared with single range image

based 3D models like the SHREC 09 dataset, the Kinect-captured models tend to be more

noisy due to non-smooth surfaces, and also with lower resolutions. In our experiments,

we adopt the dataset from the Low-Cost Depth Sensing Camera track of the SHREC 13

[Machado et al. 2013], which contains a total of 192 Kinect models. Note that the orig-

inal test in the SHREC 13 is designed for 3D retrieval with both queries and database

containing Kinect models. To test the cross-domain performance, here we use the CAD
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of the physical objects and the user-captured 3D models from the
benchmark dataset: a) Physical objects used to generate the 3D models for the SHREC 09
dataset (Figure cited from [Dutagaci et al. 2009]); b) An incomplete query model of the
SHREC 09 dataset captured by a 3D desktop scanner; c) A noisy and low-resolution query
model of the SHREC 13 dataset captured by the Microso Kinect.

models from the SHREC 09 dataset as the database and use the 192 Kinect models from

the SHREC 13 as the query set. Figure.4.4 (c) demonstrates an example of the used Kinect

models.

Evaluation Metrics and Comparison

We conduct two types of empirical studies. On the SHREC 09 dataset, we provide quan-

titative performance evaluations and compared with several representative 3D shape re-

trieval methods. Since the query dataset from the SHREC 13 has no ground truth category

information, we simply design qualitative evaluation by demonstrating the retrieval re-

sults.

For quantitative comparison, we compare with popular methods on CAD model re-

trieval and several approaches achieving state-of-the-art performance in the cross-domain

contest track, including one 3D feature-based approach [Bronstein et al. 2011] and two 2D

view-based approaches [Dutagaci et al. 2009]. For our method, we also evaluate a variant

that only uses the unary term without the pair-wise term of spatial consistency. Below
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we briefly describe the seings for each compared method.

• Shape Google [Bronstein et al. 2011]: We implement the Shape Google’s approach

[ibid.], a shape retrieval approach for CAD models. For a fair comparison, we use

the same Scale-Invariant Spin Image feature [Darom and Keller 2012] as in our ap-

proach. A codebook with the size 10000 is built using the Approximate KMeans

method [Philbin et al. 2007].

• CMVD-Depth [Dutagaci et al. 2009]: Achieving the best precision-recall in the

SHREC 09 contest, the Compact Multi-View Descriptor (CMVD) extracts global 2D

descriptors from the depth maps rendered from different views. e retrieval rank-

ing is derived based on the minimum ℓ1 distances between the signatures of the

query and that of the database model.

• CMVD-Binary [ibid.]: CMVD-Binary is another approach with strong perform

on the consumer model retrieval task in the SHREC 09 [ibid.]. Different with the

CMVD-Depth method that renders depth images, CMVD-Binary renders binary

masks of the model to achieve computational efficiency and robustness against

model noise.

• BF-GridSIFT [Ohbuchi et al. 2008]: As a state-of-the-art approach for both generic

and user-captured model 3D shape retrieval, BF-GridSIFT first performs pose nor-

malization to the models, and then renders depth maps from uniformly distributed

views. en the Bag-of-Feature scheme is employed to aggregate the extracted 2D

dense SIFT descriptors. In the retrieval stage, KL-Divergence is used to compute a

non-symmetric distance between the query sample and a database model.
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• RTF-Unary: It is a simplified version of the proposed Regression Tree Field (RTF)

based approach, which only considers the unary term by seing λ = 1 in Eq.4.2 and

Eq.4.7. Note that the RTF-Unary approach is equivalent to only using the computed

similarity score from partial matching with random forests to perform ranking.

• RTF: e proposed Regression Tree Fields (RTF) approach. In the implementation

of both RTF based methods, i.e., the RTF-Unary and the RTF, we use 128 trees

with the depth 12 in the unary term. For the pairwise term in the RTF method, we

apply bounding boxes to partition each model into 64 voxels (d = 4) and build a

random forest with four trees with the height as 6. e coefficients balancing the

two potential terms is set as λ = 0.9 uniformly across all the experiments.

To measure the performance, we adopt the semantic category information to evaluate

the retrieved results. In particular, we treat the models from the same category as rele-

vant and the models from different categories as irrelevant to compute two quantitative

measurements as the evaluation protocols. First, we compute theMean Average Precision

(MAP) that measures the average precision scores across all queries [Yilmaz and Aslam

2006]. Second, we employ the popular evaluation criteria, the Normalized Discounted

Cumulative Gain (NDCG) that is defined as

NDCG =

∑N
n=1

Relevantn
log

2
(n+1)∑N

n=1
1

log
2
(n+1)

,

where Relevantn is 1 when the nth sample is relevant to the query, otherwise 0. By

assigning larger weights to the results ranked higher, the NDCG favors high-ranked rel-

evant instances because they are more important for user experience. Below we report
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the results for both quantitative and qualitative evaluations.

Results

For the results on the SHREC 09 dataset, we report the MAP and NDCG for all the com-

pared methods in Table.4.5a, with the performance of CMVD-Depth, CMVD-Bianry and

BF-GridSIFT cited from [Dutagaci et al. 2009].

Approa MAP NDCG
Shape Google 0.188 0.506
CMVD-Depth 0.193 0.521
CMVD-Binary 0.203 0.511
BF-GridSIFT 0.219 0.532
RTF-Unary 0.281 0.591

RTF 0.315 0.611

(a) evaluation results.
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Figure 4.5: Precision-recall curves of the evaluated approaches on the SHREC 09 dataset.

It is clear to see that the proposed RTF method achieves the highest performance

among all the compared methods. Note that the pairwise term brings a significant per-

formance improvement compared with RTF-Unary – a 12% gain in MAP. Although only

exploring a single unary potential term, the RTF-Unarymethod achieves the second best

performance in the SHREC 09 dataset. is is because the unary potential term derives

cross-domain partial matching based similarity retrieval, which is suitable for addressing

the model incompletion and noise issues on this dataset. Note that the methods adopting

multiple views such as the BF-GridSIFT and theCMVD-Depth perform stronger than the

single-view method Shape Google, which might be also due to the model incompletion

issue on this data. In addition, we also plot the precision-recall curves for all the methods
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in Figure.4.5, which further confirms the clear performance gain of the proposed meth-

ods. Finally in terms of computational cost, on a desktop PC with an i7 3.0GHz CPU,

the proposed method requires less than one second to perform the retrieval process in a

database containing 720 objects, significantly faster than other compared methods.

On the SHREC 13 dataset, we present the qualitative evaluation by demonstrating the

top retrieved 3D models in Figure.4.6. In particular, we compared the results of the two

variants of ourmethods, i.e., theRTF and theRTF-Unary, and a strong competitormethod

the BF-GridSIFT. From Figure.4.6, it is clear to see that the RTF method outperforms

the other two methods by generating semantically consistent 3D models for both simple

object like mugs and complicated object like planes.

4.4 Conclusion

is chapter addresses a cross-domain shape retrieval problem, where the query sam-

ples are captured by users using low-cost depth sensors and the database contains con-

ventional high-quality CAD models. e input format of the scenario is 3D point cloud

reconstructed from captured depth images. To tackle the challenging issues like noise

and incompletion of the user-captured models, we present a novel retrieval method that

explores the unique power of Regression Tree Fields. In particular, we formulate our ob-

jective as a minimization problem of the CRF potential function, which contains a unary

term measuring the similarity of cross-domain partial matching and a pairwise term with

embedded geometric consistency. Both of these two terms are determined using efficient

random forest algorithms. We conduct extensive empirical studies on two benchmark
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Figure 4.6: Examples of the top results of the cross-domain shape retrieval, where the
database contains CAD models from the SHREC 09 dataset and the query models are the
user-captured models with the Microso Kinect. From the top to the boom, the query
models are Mug, Airplane, and adruped. And for each query, the three rows show the
results from RTF, RTF-Unary, and BF-GridSIFT respectively. e results highlighted by
red bounding boxes indicate the irrelevant 3D models.

datasets from the well-known SHape REtrieval Contest (SHREC). e results clearly cor-

roborate the superior performance of the proposed method, compared with other repre-

sentative shape retrieval algorithms. One of our future directions is to introduce online

random forest training algorithms [Ben-Haim and Tom-Tov 2010] to avoid the necessity

of retrainingwhen adding newmodels, and also to extend the proposedmethod to explore

cross-domain 3D shape recognition and classification.
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Chapter 5

3D Object Retrieval from Single Depth Image

5.1 Problem Statement

Content-based 3D shape retrieval is an important topic in computer vision. It provides

rich geometry information compared with 2D images and has important applications in

3D content organization and exploration, 3D model editing and printing, augmented re-

ality, and even self-driving cars. Traditional 3D retrieval has focused on the seings of a

CADmodel database and various forms of query, including 2D sketches and CADmodels.

Scene Depth

Low-cost
3D sensor

Top Retrieved 
CAD models Object Depth

3D scene

Capture

User manual
cropping or 

automatic region 
proposal

3D Retrieval Engine

Possible application: 
Augmented Reality

Figure 5.1: 3D shape retrieval using one depth image from a low-cost sensor. e purple
rectangle shows the scope of this paper.
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Recent developments in low-cost 3D sensors such as Microso Kinect and the Intel Re-

alSense camera have introduced a new seing to 3D retrieval, i.e. using the user-captured

depth image as the query (as shown in Figure. 5.1). is new seing allows general users

without professional knowledge of CAD modeling or sketching to effortlessly obtain 3D

models that are visually similar to physical objects. is motivates many new exciting

applications. For example, a user can search for a CAD model that is similar to his cup,

and then virtually move the cup around through augmented reality glasses. With the po-

tential proliferation of these 3D sensors on mobile devices, shape retrieval and its derived

applications can be as accessible and enjoyable as taking a picture.

While offering advantages when compared with traditional seings, 3D shape re-

trieval that is based on low-cost sensors also has its unique challenges. First, the captured

3D shape is usually incomplete due to self-occlusion. Algorithms for RGB-D registration

such as KinectFusion [Izadi et al. 2011] can alleviate this problem by combining multiple

depth images. However, in most cases, it is still impractical to scan many angles of an

object, in addition to the requirement of computational cost to run the algorithm. Sec-

ond, the inexpensive cost of the sensors is accompanied by a compromise of higher sensor

noise, especially comparing with higher-end LiDAR sensors or desktop 3D scanners. is

makes the retrieval problem especially difficult, considering that the CAD models in the

database are manually designed and free of sensor noise. ird, despite the fact that much

effort has been invested in 3D features, adequate feature representation is still lacking for

shape retrieval, especially when handling an incomplete query that could be captured

from arbitrary viewpoints. In this chapter, we address the challenges associated with the

cross-domain 3D retrieval problem, with input from the low-cost 3D sensors and clean
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3D models as the search targets.

In the previous chapter, we adopts an approach of first reconstructing a 3D model

from the depth inputs as the query, then extracting 3D features from the reconstructed

model, and finally using a Regression Tree Field to perform the retrieval. Although their

approach shows promising performance, the use of 3D features has shortcomings, espe-

cially when only the noisy depth image from a single view is available. As an example,

Figure.5.2 shows a depth map of a chair and the reconstructed 3D model from it. e

inaccurate measurement near the object boundary significantly distorts the shape of the

recovered 3D model, and thus makes 3D-based approaches more difficult. Also, good re-

trieval performance heavily relies on high-quality 3D local features, which requires sig-

nificant efforts to properly engineer.

As an alternative to 3D feature-based methods, the view-based approach is much less

sensitive to the sensory noise and can benefit from a large body of mature matching tech-

niques that have been developed recently. Furthermore, to avoid dependency on ad-hoc

feature engineering, we leverage the successful representation learning paradigm, using

neural networks to learn a discriminative, yet compact, representation directly on the

depth images synthesized from 3D models in the database.

Autoencoders have been shown to be a simple, yet powerful, model achieving state-of-

the-art performance in many problems including object recognition [Le 2013], face recog-

nition [Luo, Wang, and Tang 2012], and action recognition [Le et al. 2011]. ey fit well

in our retrieval problem and we can train autoencoders for the synthesized depth images

from the 3D models. Instead of learning a single autoencoder to represent all 3D models,

we propose to learn an object-specific autoencoder for each model and take a generative
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probabilistic perspective, similar to those in [Alain and Bengio 2014][Kamyshanska and

Memisevic 2013], to measure the similarity between the noisy sensory query and each 3D

model. Finally, due to the inherent difference between sensor depth images and synthe-

sized depth images used to train the autoencoder, the cross-domain issue also needs to be

addressed.

Specifically, as shown in Figure.5.3, we propose a neural network architecture called

ensemble of autoencoders to tackle the challenging problems of 3D shape retrieval using

a single depth view from a low-cost 3D sensor. is is inspired from successful ideas us-

ing an ensemble of weak classifiers in detection and recognition [Malisiewicz, Gupta, and

Efros 2011a][Wang, Ji, and Chang 2013][Song and Xiao 2014]. For each 3D object model

in the database, a contractive autoencoder [Rifai et al. 2011] is trained using synthesized

depth images to represent the view distribution of the object model. is object-specific

autoencoder serves as a model to estimate a probability score that a depth image is gen-

erated by the corresponding object. An ensemble of autoencoders is then constructed

to produce this score for each database object. To handle the cross-domain issue, we

build a domain adaptation layer on top of the ensemble structure to learn the domain

difference between the synthesized and sensor-captured depth images in a weakly su-

pervised way. By utilizing autoencoders to model the view distribution of each object,

our approach not only eliminates the need of specialized feature engineering, but also

enhances robustness against viewpoint variance. e adaptation process explicitly ad-

dresses the cross-domain issue between training images in the 3D model database and

query inputs captured by noisy sensors, which provides significant performance gains

according to our experiments. e overall architecture is easy to scale and train, mak-
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Figure 5.2: An example depth map of a chair (le), the reconstructed point cloud (middle),
and the mesh model (right).

ing it suitable for our retrieval task. Experiments on popular datasets demonstrate that

the proposed approach has significantly beer retrieval performance and computational

efficiency compared with state-of-the-art 3D retrieval approaches and baselines.

In summary, our contributions include:

• proposing a novel approach for the cross-domain 3D shape retrieval problem, using

a unified neural network architecture with a domain adaptation design;

• the first aempt to learn a depth feature representation from an ensemble perspec-

tive, to the best of the authors’ knowledge;

• demonstrating the efficacy and efficiency of the proposed approach with extensive

experiments.

5.2 Approa

In our approach, the captured noisy depth image is first input to an ensemble of autoen-

coders, each of which then estimates the probability the input depth image is generated

by the underlying autoencoder. e output score values of the autoencoders are then fed
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Figure 5.3: e architecture of our retrieval system, from a neural network perspective.
e 3D model next to each autoencoder indicates the CADmodel from which the autoen-
coder is trained.

to the layer of domain adaptation before ranking the 3D object models in the database.

e entire framework is shown in Figure.5.3.

Modeling Depth View Distribution

Object-specific Autoencoders

Autoencoders are neural networks aiming to reconstruct the input itself. ey first use

an encoding function h(·) to transform the input data x to a hidden representation:

h(x) = ϕ(W T
h x+ bh). (5.1)

Here, ϕ(·) is an activation function, which may have various forms, such as linear activa-

tion, sigmoid, and rectified linear unit (ReLU). en, the reconstruction is computed from

a decoder g(·):

g
(
h(x)

)
= ϕ

(
W T

r h(x) + br
)
, (5.2)
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whereWr is oen set toW T
h . erefore, we useW = Wh = W T

r to simplify the notation.

e training process aims to minimize the average reconstruction error for a set of

training data χ = {xi}Ni=1, with a regularization term to prevent converging to the trivial

solution of identity function:

argminW,bh,br

1

N

∑
i

D
(
xi, r(xi)

)
+R(χ). (5.3)

Here r(x) = g
(
h(x)

)
is the reconstructed version of x, andD(·, ·) is a distance func-

tion that is usually mean squared error or cross-entropy. R(.) is a regularizer, which can

be ℓ1 norm on h(xi) (sparse autoencoder (SAE) [Le 2013]), a denoising function (denois-

ing autoencoder (DAE) [Vincent et al. 2008]), Frobenius norm on Jacobian matrix of h(xi)

(contractive autoencoder (CAE) [Rifai et al. 2011]). With a proper activation function and

regularization, an autoencoder is able to learn a robust and useful feature representation

for the input data [Alain and Bengio 2014][Rifai et al. 2011][Vincent et al. 2008].

We represent each 3D object model oi as a collection of depth images {xi}¹ rendered

from various locations on its view sphere. e sampling is done uniformly from each

rotation axis (pitch, yaw, roll) of the object. For each axis, we divide it into 15 uniform

segments, which yields 15× 15× 15 = 3375 total number of views for each object. Each

view is cropped to fit the bounding box of the object, and resized to a fixed scale grayscale

image. Example depth images are shown in Figure.5.4a and Figure.5.4b.

A contractive autoencoder with mean squared error and sigmoid activation is learned

using the synthesized depth images from each object as training data. e autoencoder

¹We use the notation xi here because it is also the training data of the autoencoders.
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can be considered as a compact representation of the depth view distribution given the 3D

object. We refer to it as object-specific autoencoder AEi for object oi. e training of the

autoencoder is accomplished by Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). Figure.5.4 illustrates

two example autoencoders trained on a banana model and a cup model. e visualized

weights are the learned weights of the encoding layer and they show that important shape

and depth characteristics are indeed captured by the autoencoders. From the reconstruc-

tion results, it is apparent that the trained autoencoder is capable of describing the depth

views for the specific training object, e.g. the banana, while the autoencoder that learned

from the cup cannot properly recover the depth views for the banana. Such discriminative

nature further justifies our approach using an individual autoencoder for each object.

View-Object Similarity

e reconstruction error has been used as a measure of the fitness of an input sample

to an autoencoder. However, for a regularized autoencoder, this is usually not a good

scoring metric, especially when comparing among different autoencoders [Kamyshanska

and Memisevic 2013][Susskind et al. 2011].

Some recent works have investigated the data generating distribution learned by an

autoencoder, and have shown that certain regularized autoencoders like DAE or CAE

can be interpreted as probabilistic models [Alain and Bengio 2014][Kamyshanska and

Memisevic 2013].

More specifically, [ibid.] treats the reconstruction process in the autoencoder training

as a dynamic system and derives a potential energy function as:
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(a) Training examples from a banana
model.

(b) Training examples from a cup
model.

(c) Weights of the banana autoencoder. (d) Weights of the cup autoencoder.

(e) Banana reconstruction from banana
autoencoder.

() Banana reconstruction from cup au-
toencoder.

Figure 5.4: Two example object-specific autoencoders.
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E(x) =

∫ x

−∞
h(t)dt− 1

2
∥x− br∥22 + const. (5.4)

Here, the integral is well-defined because h(t) can be shown as a gradient field. e

constant depends on the boundary conditions of the dynamic system, which are unknown.

e exact form of potential energy depends on the specific choice of activation function.

In the case of sigmoid activation, the potential energy function can be wrien as:

E(x) =
∑
k

log
(
1 + exp(wT

k x+ bkh)
)
− 1

2
∥x− br∥22 + const, (5.5)

where k is the index of the hidden node in the autoencoder. is potential energy² is

identical to the free energy of the corresponding Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM),

which is more limited and more difficult to train than an autoencoder. is “energy” view

equips an autoencoder with the ability to estimate the likelihood of an input sample that

will serve, in our case, as the similarity between a query view and an object model.

Ensemble of Autoencoders

Ensemble Structure

Given the potential energy interpretation described above, each object-specific autoen-

coder is able to provide a score using Eq.5.5 to represent how likely an input depth view

is generated by the corresponding object model. By training object-specific view models,

our approach also allows the database to be dynamically changed, e.g. adding and remov-

²We use autoencoder energy or score interchangeably in this paper.
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ing objects. However, directly using the scores for ranking involves two challenges. First,

due to the unknown constant in Eq.5.5, the likelihood scores from different autoencoders

are not directly comparable. Second, depth images captured from low-cost 3D sensors

usually exhibit quite different appearances compared with those synthesized from clean,

human-designed 3D models. Common situations include noisy and low fidelity depth

value, holes, and missing parts due to objects located beyond the sensor’s distance range.

Since our object-specific autoencoders are trainedwith synthesized depth images, directly

applying the learned autoencoders on sensor depth images leads to inaccurate predictions.

To address these issues, we treat the output scores from object-specific autoencoders

as the middle-level feature and add a processing layer on top to predict the final ranking

scores so that the object model most similar to the query view will receive the highest

score. We call this layer Domain Adaptation Layer (DAL).

Domain Adaptation by Multi-class Classification

We treat this adaptation process as a multi-class classification in which each database

object is a class. In our case, the somax classifier is used. e goal of the classifier

is to predict the most similar database object given the autoencoder scores of a sensor

depth image as feature vector. Aer training the classifier, the prediction score for each

object can then be used for ranking. However, it is very challenging to obtain training

data in which every object in the database has sensor depth images from similar phys-

ical objects. To tackle this problem, we propose a two-step training process. First, we

pre-train the classifier using synthesized depth images from each object model; this is

equivalent to score calibration tailored for synthesized views. Second, we apply weakly
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supervised learning to fine-tune the classifier with sensor depth images. e first step is

fairly straightforward to implement; therefore, we will focus on the second step.

In most cases, we have knowledge about the category of query images and database

objects instead of the connection between a query image and itsmost similar object, which

could be highly subjective. e idea is to treat the most similar object for a query from

the same category as a hidden variable and to convert our object classifier to a category

classifier using existing category labels. More specifically, we denote the category label of

a query view xi and an object ok as y(xi) and y(ok), respectively. e raw output score

vector from autoencoders is s(xi), and the most similar object of xi is denoted as oxi
,

which is unknown. e only supervision we have is y(xi) = y(oxi
), i.e. a query depth

image and its most similar object model must come from the same category. Our goal is

to train an object classifier given only the category labels. Inspired by multiple instance

learning, we represent the category likelihood for the query image using the maximum

object likelihood from the same category. e mathematical formulation for the learning

objective is depicted in Eq.5.6 using negative log-likelihood.

− logL = −
∑
i

log p(y(xi)|s(xi)), (5.6)

p(y(xi)|s(xi)) = max
y(ok)=y(xi)

p(ok|s(xi)), (5.7)

p(ok|s(xi)) =
exp(uT

ks(xi))∑
k exp(uT

ks(xi))
(5.8)
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where p(ok|s(xi)) is the probability of xi belonging to the kth object. e goal is then

to find the optimal uk for each object to minimize Eq. 5.6.

Due to the presence of the max function, the objective is not directly differentiable. As

in [Babenko, Yang, and Belongie 2009], we use the Noisy-OR (NOR) model to approximate

the max function:

p(y(xi)|s(xi)) = 1−
∏

y(ok)=y(xi)

(1− p(ok|s(xi))) (5.9)

is approximation ensures that if one object yields high probability, the correspond-

ing category will get high probability, and the value is also bounded within [0, 1]. Since

the NORmodel is differentiable, we can adopt gradient descent for optimization. is for-

mulation is general to query images from a subset of categories as the database objects in

which only the weights relevant to objects from the query image categories are adjusted.

Ensemble Training

e entire ensemble architecture with the domain adaptation layer is essentially a multi-

layer neural network in which end-to-end learning can be performed for a specific task

and dataset. However, to make the system more scalable and efficient to train, we first

pre-train all object-specific autoencoders and the domain adaptation layer by using only

synthesized depth images with their corresponding 3D object models. e entire architec-

ture can subsequently be fine-tuned using sensor depth images. e pre-trained autoen-

coders can be trained in parallel and reused when new objects are added to the ensemble

and only the domain adaptation layer needs to be retrained.
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5.3 Experiments

Datasets

In order to properly evaluate the novel problem of cross-domain 3D shape retrieval from

a single depth view, we require a database consisting of CAD models, as well as queries

of depth images captured by the Kinect sensor from real world scenes.

We construct the CAD database from a subset ofModelNet [Wu et al. 2015]. It contains

80 categories, each of which has 20 3D models, forming a database with 1600 instances.

is is larger than the widely used 3D shape datasets, e.g. Princeton Shape Benchmark

[Shilane et al. 2004] (907) and SHREC12 [Li et al. 2012] (1200).

For queries, we collect one set from UW RGB-D object dataset [Lai et al. 2011] and

the other set from NYU Depth2 dataset [Silberman et al. 2012a]. e UW dataset contains

Kinect-captured depth images of objects on a turntable. eNYU dataset consists of depth

images from cluered scenes captured by a Kinect. Notice the objects in the CAD database

and RGB-D datasets are from completely different domains which is useful to demonstrate

the generality of our method. Categories appearing in the query sets include everyday

objects like cup, box, chair, etc. Because some of the categories have different names in

the two datasets, e.g. eraser in the UW dataset is named rubber Eraser in ModelNet, we

manually reconcile the name differences of the object labels for proper evaluation.

20 object categories were selected from UW dataset, and 80 depth images were ran-

domly sampled for each category, with one random half for training the DAL, and the

other half to form the query set. e same process was done on NYU dataset to build the

second DAL training set and query set.
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To obtain the query objects in the depth images, an object selection process is usually

involved. In a practical scenario, a user can select the query object by simple interaction.

Automated selection is also possible by applying object proposal [Krähenbühl and Koltun

2014b] or salient object detection [Feng et al. 2011]. e selection process is beyond our

scope since we are focusing on the retrieval algorithm itself. We obtain the query objects

from the object mask of each depth image which are given in both UW and NYU datasets.

is is also generally the case in 3D shape retrieval evaluation [Dutagaci et al. 2009][Li

et al. 2012][Sipiran et al. 2013] where the query object is already segmented.

Evaluation Metrics and Comparison

Evaluation protocol.

To evaluate a retrieval method, category labels are commonly used since it is very

hard to obtain a ground truth ranked list for each object in a large database manually.

Two sets of standard retrieval evaluation methods are reported in our experiments.

• Precision-Recall curve andMean Average Precision (MAP): For a given query depth

image, we compute its similarity with each object model using the network output.

ese models are then ranked in descending order to form a list. Precision, recall

and MAP values are computed as in [ibid.]. e final PR curve is averaged across

all query points.

• First Tier (FT) and Second Tier (ST): FT measures the recall in the top K retrieval

results. K is the number of database instance from the same category as the query.

Similarly, ST evaluates the top 2K results to compute the measurement.
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Compared approaes.

Due to the lack of existing methods with the same cross-domain seings as ours, we

selected the state-of-the-art and baseline approaches that address the problem seings

most similar to ours.

• RandomTree Field (RTF) [Wang et al. 2014]: the state-of-the-art approach for cross-

domain retrieval with low-cost sensors, which uses 3D local descriptors as the rep-

resentation of object models. A Regression Tree Field is constructed for retrieval.

We use the code from authors as it was given.

• HOG+ℓ2 (HOG): a straightforward baseline algorithm for 3D shape retrieval from

a single view. e HOG features are extracted from both the query and each syn-

thesized depth image of database models. ℓ2 norm is used to measure the distance

between the query depth image and a depth image synthesized from 3D models.

e shortest distance between the query and depth images of an object is assigned

to the object and used for ranking the database objects at the end. e dimension

of the HOG descriptor is 1116.

• Global Autoencoder (Global AE): a single stacked autoencoder with two encoder

layers with dimensions of 500 and 300 is trained on synthesized views from all

database objects. Retrieval is accomplished using ℓ2 norm on the features from the

encoder output with a dimension of 300.

• Ensemble of autoencoders without full domain adaptation layer (Ours without

DAL): a baseline to justify the necessity of the Domain Adaptation Layer (DAL).

e DAL is only trained using synthesized depth views for score calibration.
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• Ensemble of autoencoders with full domain adaptation layer (Ours): the proposed

approach. e DAL is first pre-trained using synthesized depth views and then

fine-tuned using real sensor depth images.

Implementation details.

e training of our architecture involves some important parameters. ey play a

critical role in achieving good performance. Each object depth patch is normalized to have

a fixed range of depth values (0-1) to ensure distance invariance. e normalized patch

maintains relative depth values thus shape geometry is not lost. Aer normalization, the

patch is resized to 28 × 28 pixels and then vectorized to be input into the autoencoder.

We also tried resolution of 32× 32 and 48× 48 but very lile improvement is observed.

We use 28 × 28 to speed up the computation. e hidden layer has 200 nodes, and the

contraction coefficient is 0.01. For training autoencoders, the learning rate is 0.03, and

the maximum iteration number of SGD is 200, which is generally sufficient to converge

on our dataset. Each object-specific autoencoder takes approximately 40 seconds to train

using an NVIDIA GTX 645 GPU.

Results

e average PR curves on UW query set are ploed in Figure.5.5 for the methods used

in our experiment. antitative results for each competing method are shown in Ta-

ble.5.1. We also report the average time cost per retrieval for each method. Comparing

RTF with Ours without DAL, where both methods are only trained on CAD model data,

shows that our view-based method achieves superior performance to the state-of-the-art
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3D feature-based method. Given the difficulty of this task, HOG as a baseline does a

reasonable job due to its high discriminative power on 2D images, but the large margin

between HOG and Ours without DAL clearly shows the advantage of learned features

using autoencoders over manually specified features. Global AE achieves good perfor-

mance, especially when the recall increases. Without using a stacked autoencoder, Ours

without DAL achieves beer MAP than Global AE with its First Tier accuracy approxi-

mately 12% relative gain, which indicates much beer quality for top-ranked results. is

demonstrates that object-specific autoencoders are more discriminative in a retrieval set-

ting.

As seen in Figure.5.5, the proposed object-specific autoencoders perform a lile lower

than the method using a global autoencoder in the very high recall range. Since our al-

gorithm is targeted at retrieving similar object models instead of categorization, there

are object models in the same category as the query but not necessarily visually similar.

us the proposed method using object-specific autoencoders will push objects of dissim-

ilar appearance down in the ranked list. However, in terms of the overall accuracy over

the entire ranked list (based on MAP), the proposed methods are still much beer than

the Global AE and runs at a much high speed (as high as 40× speed gain).

From the results of Ours without DAL and Ours, we observe significant 7% perfor-

mance gain in MAP (7% absolute gain, 27% relative gain), which demonstrates the effec-

tiveness of our domain adaptation layer fine-tuned with sensor depth images, and illus-

trates the necessity to specifically address the cross-domain issue in our problem.

e same quantitative results on NYU query set is shown in Table 5.2. Due to the

lower quality of object depth images from NYU dataset, 3D local descriptors can not be
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Figure 5.5: Precision-recall curves for our proposed methods and comparison methods on
UW query set (best viewed in color).

reliably extracted for RTF (code provided by the authors), therefore we don’t report its

performance here. Although the overall performance of all methods decreases compared

with that on UW query set, our method still achieves the best performance among all

competing methods with an obvious margin.

To understand the relative retrieval difficulties for different object categories, we

present a detailed performance analysis for each object category in Table.5.3. e top

5 best-performing and worst-performing categories ranked by FT are shown in the upper

and lower regions of the table respectively. Top categories like Banana and Cup perform

well due to their distinctive shapes and appearances, even though the input from the depth

sensor may not always be of high quality. In contrast, Cell Phone and Ball perform poorly

because of their somehow less discriminative shapes, making the retrieval ambiguous and

encountering difficulty in distinguishing them from other similar objects, e.g. cell phone
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and small book, ball and orange.

Method FT ST MAP Time (s)
HOG 0.20 0.18 0.15 9.4

RTF [Wang et al. 2014] 0.32 0.22 0.18 0.27
Global AE 0.37 0.28 0.24 4.3

Ours without DAL 0.42 0.26 0.26 0.11
Ours 0.53 0.30 0.33 0.11

Table 5.1: antitative evaluation results on UW query set.

Method FT ST MAP
HOG 0.12 0.15 0.13

Global AE 0.27 0.22 0.19
Ours without DAL 0.33 0.23 0.20

Ours 0.40 0.26 0.24

Table 5.2: antitative evaluation results on NYU query set.

For qualitative evaluation, we visualize example retrieval results in 5.6. For each

query, the color image is also shown for a beer illustration, but note that only the depth

image is used in our experiment. Top retrieval results are displayed by rendering the cor-

responding database model from a random perspective. Incorrect results are indicated

with a dashed box. Our method is able to handle queries from arbitrary views and is ro-

bust to noise and obscured parts. e final two rows of Figure.5.6 present example failure

cases in which the bowl retrieves cups as top results and the camera yields a calculator and

boxes as its top results. Possible reasons are: 1) significant missing regions in the depth

image, e.g. the camera screen is not perceived by Kinect sensor; 2) similar views among

different objects, e.g. bowls and cups from top-down view. e algorithm nevertheless

manages to accomplish its goal to locate objects with the most similar shapes based on

the query view.
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Category FT ST MAP
Banana 0.95 0.48 0.87
Cup 0.94 0.48 0.85
Plate 0.94 0.48 0.85

Notebook 0.86 0.44 0.45
Box 0.67 0.36 0.50

Sponge 0.17 0.10 0.11
Camera 0.15 0.09 0.09
Keyboard 0.12 0.09 0.07
Cell Phone 0.12 0.09 0.07

Ball 0.09 0.05 0.05

Table 5.3: antitative evaluation results for the best and worst performing object cate-
gories using our method.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we study 3D shape retrieval scenario that uses a single depth image from

low-cost 3D sensors as the query. A novel approach based on an ensemble of autoencoders

is presented inwhich an autoencoder is trained on each databasemodel and is able to yield

a likelihoodmeasure for an input depth image. A novel domain adaptation layer is further

trained to address the cross-domain issue between queries and training data to produce

final ranking scores. Extensive experiments demonstrate promising performance of our

approach on this challenging task.

With the fast development and deployment of low-cost 3D sensors, especially those

targeting mobile devices, we anticipate wide applications of 3D shape retrieval using

depth images as query. In future work, we will explore automatic query proposal using

object proposal or saliency analysis, and how our ensemble architecture can be applied

to other problems like 3D object recognition.
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Figure 5.6: Example top retrieval results using our proposed method. eries are depth
images (color images are not used) from the UW dataset (row 1-3) and NYU dataset (row
4-6). From top to boom, the queries are apple, cup, flashlight, hat, vase, chair, bowl and
camera. e last two rows show failure examples, where incorrect results are highlighted
with red boxes.
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Chapter 6

3D Object Retrieval from Image Set

6.1 Problem Statement

With the ubiquity of camera network, ease of imaging and availability of online data, it is

fairly easy to capture and access images in the form of a set. An image set is a collection

of unordered images for a target, e.g. an object, a human face, an event etc. Images within

a set could exhibit different characteristics about the target, such as different views of an

object or a face, images of a scene taken under different lighting conditions, a set of video

frames depicting different poses of a human action. us, an image set contains richer

information than a single image and is potentially more useful for problems like object

or scene classification, object search, face recognition and action analysis. Many meth-

ods [Wang et al. 2008][Wang et al. 2012][Lu et al. 2015][Yamaguchi, Fukui, and Maeda

1998][Kim, Kiler, and Cipolla 2007] have been proposed to leverage sets as input for

matching problem. Most of these methods focus on set modeling and how to compute a

proper matching distance between two sets. ey usually don’t have a compact represen-

tation for sets, making it expensive to store the set models in memory and slow to match,

thus hard to scale when the number of targets increases.

Learning-based hashing [Gong et al. 2013][Liu et al. 2012][Xia et al. 2014a][Lin et al.
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2015][Wang et al. 2016] has received a lot of aention in problems like image retrieval.

By computing a binary code for each image, much less memory space is needed and

Hamming distance could be used to significantly reduce the matching time. Since the

hash codes are learned, they are also able to preserve prior known constraints using su-

pervised or semi-supervised learning and achieve good matching accuracy. Inspired by

image based hashing, we consider the problem of hashing for image sets. While in the

individual image case, each image is encoded as a binary code, we seek to represent a set

as a single binary code regardless of the set size. is can effectively reduce the complex-

ity of matching two sets without referring to the individual images composing them and

can greatly reduce the time and memory cost during matching. Although the benefits

of doing set hashing are obvious and appealing, it is not a trivial task: 1) a proper way

of representing a set is needed to effectively integrate information from each image; 2)

the hashing process should be connected with feature extraction so the image feature is

optimized to achieve accurate hash code matching; 3) the method should work with sets

of different sizes with the ability to improve performance when bigger sets are used.

In the context of 3D object retrieval, previous works have shown that by converting

a 3D model into images captured from different viewpoints, we can effectively retrieve

similar object models. When using a depth sensor, it is also easy to capture multiple views

of an object. us, studying image set hashing has a direct impact for this problem.

In this chapter, we propose a novel deep neural network model which takes an image

set as input and computes a single compact binary code. Codes are optimized so that sets

from the same class have smaller distances while sets from different classes have bigger

distances. Each image is first passed through a feature extraction module to get an image
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Figure 6.1: Our deep neural network architecture for set hashing. Each image in the input
set goes through a shared feature extraction network producing one feature per image.
All features are aggregated in the set feature layer before being encoded to produce a
single binary hash code for the whole set.

feature. en these features are aggregated to compute set features which summarize

the features distribution within the set. Finally, the set features are fed into a multilayer

network to be transformed into a binary code. An overview of our set hashing network

is given in Figure.6.1. To ensure the learned codes are meaningful, the model is trained

using triplet loss to get a metric binary embedding by directly optimizing on the distance

value. is loss has been shown as an appropriate choice for metric learning [Schroff,

Kalenichenko, and Philbin 2015][Parkhi, Vedaldi, and Zisserman 2015]. We evaluate the

proposed method onmultiple datasets used for image set matching, and show our method

compares favorably with regards to the state-of-the-art including both single image hash-

ing methods and set matching. en, we also evaluate the proposed approach for 3D ob-

ject retrieval by treating each 3D model as a set of depth images captured from multiple

viewpoints. Compared with our previous 3D object retrieval methods, it achieves the best

performance in retrieval accuracy.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
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1. We propose an end-to-end deep neural network structure which learns a binary

code for a given image set. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to

tackle set hashing problem using a deep learning approach.

2. We incorporated two types of complementary features to represent a set of image

features - one capturing the local distribution geometry and the other encodes the

set using a global dictionary. e combination of the two enables learning high

quality set hashing codes.

3. Our extensive experiments show the proposed set hashing method achieves much

beer retrieval performance compared to state-of-the-art image hashing methods

and is similarly effective compared to state-of-the-art set matching algorithms. As

opposed to these state-of-the-art set matching method, ours is independent of the

number of classes in the database thus making set based matching scalable.

4. When applying the set hashing method to 3D object retrieval, it achieves accuracy

beyond state-of-the-art approaches.

6.2 Approa

We design a deep neural network model to process input in the form of image sets. e

network structure is composed of three blocks: an image feature extraction phase that is

applied to each sample, an aggregation layer applied to all the image features within an

input set to compute set features, and finally a hashing phase that encodes the set features

into a single hash code. e network structure is illustrated in Figure.6.1. We detail in

this section each building block of our network.
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Deep Neural Network for Image Sets

Image feature extraction

Each image Ii in the input set S first goes through a feature extraction module to trans-

form the original pixels to a powerful feature representation. Convolutional Neural Net-

works (CNN) are used as the feature extractor given its proven success on various com-

puter vision problems. As has been showed in various publishedworks, the CNN structure

needs to be engineered to work on specific tasks and data domains.

To make the image feature relevant and useful, we could choose a network design

that has been shown to work well for a particular problem. VGG-16 [Simonyan and Zis-

serman 2014], Inception network [Szegedy et al. 2015] and the recent ImageNet-winner

Residual network [He et al. 2015] achieve excellent performance on object classification

problem. ey would be the preferred architectures for feature extraction when we work

with object related datasets. For face recognition, CASIA network [Yi et al. 2014], Google

FaceNet [Schroff, Kalenichenko, and Philbin 2015] and Oxford VGG-face [Parkhi, Vedaldi,

and Zisserman 2015] are some successful examples. Once the feature extraction part is

chosen, it is shared among all images. We will also discuss how the network parame-

ters (e.g. coefficients) will be learned in an end-to-end manner to derive the optimal set

hashing method.

Set feature computation

Given a set of input samples, we need to find a way to merge them into a unified set

representation regardless of how many samples are present for a given set. is process
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of set features in the image feature space: red nodes are images
of the set S considered, gray node are images not in the set, orange nodes are cluster
centers of the VLAD dictionary, the green node is mean(S), black lines represent the
space delimited by min(S) and max(S), blue lines represent var(S) and purple arrows
represent V LAD(S) (best viewed in color). Please see text for more details.

enables us to model a set compactly and perform distance measure without resorting to

the original images. Meanwhile, information from different images should be captured in

the final representation so we benefit from having more data than a single image.

To ensure the set feature is generic to maintain characteristics of the unknown un-

derlying image feature distribution, we derive statistics to describe the global geometry

property of the set distribution. Specifically, for each input set S we compute:

• the average feature: mean(S) ∈ Rd;

• the variance of each feature dimension: var(S) ∈ Rd;

• the element-wise minimum feature: min(S) ∈ Rd;

• the element-wise maximum feature: max(S) ∈ Rd.

mean(S) indicates the average location of the set in the sample feature space. var(S)

shows how values of each feature dimension changes relative to its mean within the given

set. min(S) and max(S) give the range of the set features. e last three measures

capture the shape of the set in the feature space. An illustration of the set statistic feature

is shown in Figure.6.2. Here each gray node represents an image in the feature space, red
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nodes denote a set of images. Green node is the mean of the set, the lines surrounding the

set gives min(S) and max(S). var(S) describes the average variation of the set around

the mean. From the graph, we can see these summary statistics are useful to provide an

overall view of the set, but they only depict the set itself independent of other sets.

For an effective comparison, it is necessary to derive features based on the overall

feature distribution across all set samples. Inspired by the popular pooling methods of

image local descriptors in image retrieval such as Bag-of-words (BoW) [Sivic and Zisser-

man 2003] and its improved derivations, we add another set feature using the Vector of

Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [Jégou et al. 2010] representation which has been

shown very effective in describing a set of features with a lower dimension compared to

Fisher Vectors (FV) [Perronnin and Dance 2007]. In our case, we use the training image

pool to construct the dictionaryD that is required in computing VLAD features. is dic-

tionary no longer encodes local image patches but the higher level concepts at the image

level. Given the deep features extracted from the CNNs, the dictionary can be used to rep-

resent semantic structure like pose, aributes, category etc. To compute the dictionary,

we first extract CNN features for a random subset of the training images, then perform

K-Means to get the cluster centroids: C = {c1, . . . , ck}. Assuming a set S of N images

{I1, . . . , IN} with corresponding CNN features {x1, . . . , xN}, each component vk,j of the

VLAD descriptor for S is calculated as:

vk,j =
N∑
i=1

wk(xi)(xi,j − ck,j), (6.1)

where k ∈ [1, K] is the cluster index in D and j ∈ [1, d] indexes the dimension of the
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CNN image feature x. wk(xi) is the weight for feature xi, which is 1 if NN(xi) = ck,

otherwise it’s 0. L2-normalization is applied to get the final VLAD feature V LAD(S).

However, naively compute the VLAD feature has several limitations. First, the hard

assignment of centroid is not differentiable, making it hard to train end-to-end. Second,

the dictionary is static once computed, making it not compatiblewith the iterative training

process of a deep network. To handle these issues, we make two key modifications for

VLAD extraction. Instead of assigning each sample to one centroid, so assignment is

used based on the distance to each centroid. is is computed as:

wk(xi) =
e−||xi−ck||2∑
k e

−||xi−ck||2
, (6.2)

which essentially is a somax operation. e new weight now is a real value between 0

and 1 with higher value assigned to closer centroid. So assignment also eliminates the

problem of sparseness when a small number of images are presented in a set. e second

modification comes for the training process. With the change of network parameters,

the deep feature for each image is also changed. It is necessary that the dictionary is

recomputed to incorporate the updated features. Since the clustering is relatively time

consuming, it is not practical to do it for each batch. To strike a balance, we compute a

new dictionary at the beginning of each epoch and use it to encode VLAD. is keeps

the training efficient while making VLAD adaptive to the updated features. We choose a

dictionary size of 64 empirically for a good trade-off between accuracy and computational

complexity.

As shown in Figure.6.2, orange nodes denote cluster centers and purple arrows denote
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the difference vector between each set node and its closest cluster center, we can see VLAD

describes the distribution paern of set samples relative to the whole image feature space,

thus giving additional information on the set.

e output of the aggregation layer for a set S is then the concatenation of the five set

features F (S) = (mean(S), var(S),min(S),max(S), V LAD(S)). Notice unlike other

existing methods where set feature and image feature are usually computed indepen-

dently, in our case, by connecting image feature extraction with set feature computation,

the image feature will be learned through the end-to-end back propagation training pro-

cess to be described below, to optimize the set feature, thus no fixed assumption of the

set distribution is made.

Set Hashing

Hashing is performed by multiple fully connected layers with non-linear activation. We

use W i to indicate the parameter of ith layer and bi is the corresponding bias. Given a

set aggregate feature F (S), the output of the first layer could be wrien as: h1(F (S)) =

s(W 1F (S) + b1) where s(.) is a nonlinear activation function. For all layers except the

last layer, rectified linear unit (Relu) is used while the sigmoid activation is used in the last

layer to get output value between 0 and 1. Similarly, output of the ith layer is: hi(F (S)) =

s(W ihi−1(F (S)) + bi). Note that each layer hi is a multi-dimensional vector. Assuming

we useM layers for hashing, our set hashing network output is:

H(F (S)) = hM(F (S)) = s(WMhM−1(F (S)) + bM) (6.3)
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To generate the final binary code, we use 0.5 to threshold this output: B(S) =

sgn(H(F (S)) > 0.5).

Training the Network

One of the distinct novelty of our proposed approach is the end-to-end architecture that

allows us to learn different parts (image feature, set aggregation, and hashing) in the

same model. To train our network, we need to define a proper loss function given set

training data and labels. In our case, wewant the final binary code to preserve set relations

defined by corresponding labels, i.e. codes of sets with the same labels should have a

smaller Hamming distance while codes of sets with different labels should have a bigger

Hamming distance. To train such objective, the triplet loss could be used as in [Schroff,

Kalenichenko, and Philbin 2015] and [Parkhi, Vedaldi, and Zisserman 2015].

Let’s denote a set triplet ti as < Sa,Sp,Sn > with corresponding feature for each set

as F (Sa), F (Sp) and F (Sn). Here Sa is the anchor set, Sp is the positive set which has

the same class label as Sa, Sn is the negative set with different class label as Sa. To make

the notation simpler, we replace F (Sa) by Fa, F (Sp) by Fp and F (Sn) by Fn. We get the

output from the final hash layer and compute the loss for each triplet:

Lti = max{0, ||H(Fa)−H(Fp)||22 − ||H(Fa)−H(Fn)||22 + α} (6.4)

where ||.||22 is the squared Euclidean distance. e overall triplet loss then could be com-
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puted as the average of all individual triplet losses:

J0 =
1

|T |
∑
ti∈T

Lti (6.5)

Here T is the collection of all training triplets. Since the hard binary output are non-

differentiable, we use the real valued outputs from the sigmoid activation. To help learn

beer codes, we introduce two additional cost. First, we compute a distance between real

valued output from last hash layer and binary output:

J1 =
1

2
||B− H||2F (6.6)

where B is the matrix of binary outputs for all input samples, H is the real valued outputs

matrix and ||.||2F is the squared Frobenius norm. is binary approximation cost helps

push the real valued output to be close to binary output. Second, wewould like the learned

codes to be balanced, meaning the variance of the output values should be maximized:

J2 =
1

N
tr(HHT ) (6.7)

HereN is the total number of samples, i.e. N = 3|T |. Overall, our loss function is defined

as:

J = J0 + λ1J1 − λ2J2

λ1 and λ2 are parameters to balance the different cost terms, they were set empirically

to 1 and 0.1 for all experiments based on preliminary evaluation. e optimization is
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Figure 6.3: Examples of augmented images. From le to right: original; cropped; down-
sampled; flipped.

carried out with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). Since our architecture is actually a

single network, the back-propagationwill optimize the parameters in both the set hashing

layers and the image feature extraction layers. e set features are parameter-free and

allow the gradient to be back-propagated to the image feature extraction block.

Prepare Sets for Network

Set inputs to our network could have very different sizes. When the set size is small, our

set feature, especially statistics like mean and variance will not be meaningful. In this

case, it is necessary to augment the set to include more images. We employ 3 types of

augmentation to introduce variations: 1) cropping: use a fixed size window to generate

random cropped images; 2) scaling: downsample the image to a lower resolution then

resize it to the original size; 3) flip: transform the image with a vertical or horizontal

symmetry. Example images are shown in Figure.6.3. ese types can be combined to

generate many extra images so we can have a reasonably big set. is augmentation

process brings more variation to the training process, making the learned model more

robust to changes and noise present in the data. Besides the issue of small sets, it is

possible that we do not have a sufficient number of sets for training, in this case, random

subsets are sampled from the original set to expand the training data. e generated

subset shares the same set label.
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3D Object Retrieval via Depth Image Set

Now we apply the same technique to 3D object retrieval. In our problem, multiple views

are captured using a depth sensor, and they are used to retrieve similar 3D CAD models

from a database. Since a 3D object model can be represented as a set of view images

rendered from various angles, we can treat the retrieval problem as image set matching

and our proposed set hashing network can be readily applied. Although images captured

contains both color and depth information, CAD models usually don’t come with colored

texture and they hardly have the same appearance as the captured object. us, we use

depth images to represent each 3D model and target object.

Depth Set Generation

To train our network for multi-view 3D shape retrieval, we need to create image sets from

3D models. We follow similar process as in [Feng, Wang, and Chang 2016] to generate

synthesized depth views of the image. For each 3D CAD model in database, we generate

depth images by rendering from the view sphere of the model, each axis is uniformly

divided into 8 bins, resulting in 512 images per model. Each depth image comes with a

mask indicating pixels belong to the object. is depth image is then resized to a fixed

dimension and normalized to have a consistent value range. e depth image sets for

training are generated by randomly sampling from the whole synthesized depth images

for each 3D model. e set size is randomly generated from a value range. To make the

sets more diverse, we detect two sets that are largely overlapped, where the intersection

of set images over the size of the smaller set is above 0.6. For query images, we use UW
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Figure 6.4: Captured depth image set from Kinect sensor (bowl).

Figure 6.5: Synthesized depth image set from 3D CAD model (bowl).

RGB-D object dataset where each object is placed on a turntable and has a set of RGB-

D images captured from different viewpoints using Kinect v1 sensor. e segmentation

mask is used to remove background. ery sets are similarly sampled from the captured

depth maps aer processing.

We show sample depth image sets from both CAD and captured object models in

Figure.6.5 and Figure.6.4 respectively.

6.3 Experiments

To evaluate our proposed set hashing method, we perform various types of experiments.

First, we compare retrieval performance between our set hashing and different traditional

individual image hashing techniques to show that our method can effectively use set in-

put to achieve much beer performance. Second, we compare with state-of-the-art set

matching algorithms and show our learned set codes can achieve similar performance
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Methods MNIST (32bits) CIFAR10 (32bits)
ITQ [Gong et al. 2013] 0.82 0.27
ITQ (deep feature) 0.97 0.64
KSH [Liu et al. 2012] 0.98 0.37
KSH (deep feature) 0.97 0.65

Deep image hashing [Xia et al. 2014b] 0.97 0.52
Deep image hashing [Lin et al. 2015] 0.98 0.64

Set hashing 0.99 0.83
Unbinarized set feature 0.99 0.85

Table 6.1: Mean Average Precision (MAP) of different hashing methods on MNIST and
CIFAR10.

with a much smaller memory footprint for the representation and matching complexity.

ird, we evaluate the influence of some important parameters of our network. Finally,

we apply our set hashing algorithm to depth image set for 3D shape retrieval.

Results for Color Image Sets

Comparison with individual image hashing

Two standard hashing datasets are used: MNIST and CIFAR10. MNIST [LeCun, Cortes,

and Burges 1998] consists of 70000 handwrien digit images from 10 classes (0-9). Each

image is grayscale of size 28x28 pixels. 50000 images are used as training data and the

remaining 20000 images are used as testing data. CIFAR10 [Krizhevsky and Hinton 2009]

is a subset of the Tiny image dataset [Torralba, Fergus, and Freeman 2008]. It contains

10 object classes, with a total 60000 images. Each image is 32x32 pixels in color. We

use 50000 images for training and 10000 for testing. Since these two datasets have no set

information, we construct our own sets. For each image in the training data, we randomly

sample additional images of the same class to form a set of size 10. is ensures each image
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appears at least once in training sets. is is also used to form query sets of size 30.

For image based hashing, the performance is measured by computing set distance as

the mean average image distance. We compare hash codes using the Hamming distance.

During evaluation, testing data is used as query and training data is used as gallery to

perform retrieval. Mean Average Precision (MAP) is used as the performance evaluation

metric. Each image set in the test set is used as a query and when the retrieved image set

belong to the same class, the result is considered correct.

If not specified otherwise, raw pixels are taken as input to learn the codes. e deep

features used by ITQ and KSH are extracted from CNNs trained on each dataset for clas-

sification using the same structure as the feature extraction part of our model. Details

about the CNN architectures used for each dataset are given in Section.6.3. We use two

layers for our set hashing, with 512 and 32 nodes respectively, which hence produce 32

bits codes.

Comparisons are done with both standard hashing methods and deep learning based

hashing methods, results are shown in Table.6.1. Given that MNIST is a simple dataset

which contains limited variation for each character, all methods perform quite well with

deep learning based approaches reaching very highMAP value close to 1. Our set hashing

is even able to improve slightly to 0.99. On CIFAR10, all methods perform lower than on

MNIST since CIFAR10 is more challenging with low quality images of objects under large

appearance variation. KSH and ITQ trained directly on pixels perform poorly. By using

deep features, their performance is greatly improved. However, an end-to-end feature

learning and hashing network for image [Lin et al. 2015] achieves a higher MAP of 0.64.

Our set based hashing method further increases the performance beating image based
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hashingmethods by a largemargin, indicating the effectiveness of ourmethod in encoding

multiple images within a set into a single binary code. Additionally, we also evaluate

performance of the learned hash codes before binarization in the last row of Table.6.1.

e real valued feature are compared using the Euclidean distance. ey achieves beer

performance than hash codes but not with a large margin, indicating the binarization has

a minimal effect on the performance thanks to the binary approximation cost J1 defined

in Eq.6.6.

Comparison with set mating

We use some of the most popular image set data to compare with non-hashing based

set matching methods. Two face datasets are used, including a small scale Honda/UCSD

dataset [Lee et al. 2003] and the larger scale YouTube Celebrity [Kim et al. 2008]. For

object set matching, the ETH-80 dataset [Leibe and Schiele 2003] is used.

e Honda/UCSD dataset contains a total of 59 video sequences from 20 different

subjects. Each video has a frame count ranging from 12 to 645. e original face images

have a resolution of 32x32 pixels which are very low quality, they are resized to 100x100

to be fed into our face feature extraction neural network. YouTube Celebrities (YTC)

dataset consists of 1910 videos of 47 celebrities. e face images exhibit large variations in

illumination, pose and expression. e face region of each frame is extracted using an off-

the-shelf face detector [Viola and Jones 2001]. For each person, three videos are randomly

selected as the training data (which is used as the gallery during testing), the remaining

videos are used as test queries. e ETH-80 object dataset contains image sets of 8 object

categories: apples, cars, cows, cups, dogs, horses, pears and tomatoes. Each category has
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Methods Honda/UCSD YTC ETH-80
DCC [Kim, Kiler, and Cipolla 2007] 92.56 51.42 91.75
MMD [Wang et al. 2008] 92.05 54.04 77.50
AHISD [Cevikalp and Triggs 2010] 91.28 61.49 78.75
CHISD [Cevikalp and Triggs 2010] 93.62 60.42 79.53
SANP [Hu, Mian, and Owens 2011] 95.13 65.60 77.75
CDL [Wang et al. 2012] 98.97 56.38 77.75
RNP [Yang et al. 2013] 95.90 65.82 96.23
ADNT [Hayat, Bennamoun, and An 2014a] 100 71.35 98.12
RT [Hayat, Bennamoun, and An 2014b] 100 74.10 95.50
IDLM [Shah, Bennamoun, and Boussaid 2016] 100 76.52 98.64
Set Hashing (512 bits) 100 75.03 97.23

Table 6.2: Average classification accuracy on image set datasets, compared with state-of-
the-art image matching techniques.

ten object instances and each instance has images under 41 different orientations. We use

5 instances as training data (which become gallery sets during testing), and the remaining

5 are used as test query sets.

For evaluation, we use classification accuracy as metric to be comparable with both

set matching and classification approaches. e nearest neighbor is used to predict the

label. In this experiment, we use two hashing layers with 1024 and 512 nodes. is con-

figuration works best across all datasets. We summarize the results in Table.6.2. All re-

cently proposed methods [Hayat, Bennamoun, and An 2014a][Hayat, Bennamoun, and

An 2014b][Shah, Bennamoun, and Boussaid 2016] perform well on these datasets. On

Honda/UCSD dataset, four methods are able to achieve perfect classification including

ours. Our method performs slightly worse on ETH-80 than ADNT and IDLM but still

much beer than all other methods with only 512 bits for each set. YTC is more chal-

lenging given face images captured in vastly difference conditions. Our method is able to

perform second best with a lile lower accuracy than IDLM. We would like to point out
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that, as discussed in Section.⁇, both IDLM and ADNT train class specific deep models.

erefore, the complexity in training and testing linearly increases according to the num-

ber of classes. At test time, each image in the query set has to be processed independently

by all classes models and voting is needed to decide the final set label. Our method uses

a single model for all classes and produces one hash code regardless of how many images

are in each set. us, the complexity of our approach does not grow as the number of

classes increases and testing is much faster. Furthermore, our model learns a similarity-

preserving binary embedding and thus could also handle matching for classes out of the

training set.

Results for Depth Image Sets

We evaluate our set hashing for 3D shape retrieval using a combination of CAD model

dataset and RGB-D dataset. Similar seing is used as in [Feng, Wang, and Chang 2016]

where a subset of ModelNet [Wu et al. 2015] is sampled. It contains 80 categories, each

of which has 20 3D models, forming a database with 1600 instances. Each 3D model

is used to synthesize depth images and sets are created by sampling from these images.

ese synthesized depth sets are used to train the feature extraction network. e RGB-

D dataset is used as the query set. We use UW RGB-D object dataset which contains

multi-view images for a diverse set of everyday objects, e.g. apple, cap, mugs. 20 object

categories were selected from total of 51 categories which also appear in the CAD dataset.

Each category has a few object instances, and depth image sets are sampled from each ob-

jects and triplets are created by combining these sets with object ids. In our experiments,
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Methods MAP
RTF [Wang et al. 2014] 0.18
Single depth [Feng, Wang, and Chang 2016] 0.33
Ours (64 bits) 0.43
Ours (128 bits) 0.52

Table 6.3: Mean Average Precision (MAP) of 3D shape retrieval methods.

a set of 8 images is used. We divide all the generated triplets into training set and testing

set. Training set is used to fine-tune the set hashing network.

We evaluate retrieval performance using depth image sets and compare it with several

state-of-the-art approaches that tackle the same problem seing of retrieving 3D CAD

models from depth images captured by low-cost sensors like Kinect. Since our method is

the first one that takes a set of depth images as input for matching 3D models, we need

to modify other methods which use a single depth image as query to make it comparable

under same input format. Each image from the set is used as a query to perform shape

retrieval and the results are combined using majority voting to get the final ranking of

the database models. MAP is used as performance metric. Table.6.3 shows the results of

two state-of-the-art shape retrieval methods and our set hashing method.

Although previous methods have done a good job retrieving 3D CAD models from

captured depth images, it is clear that by leveraging an image set, the matching accuracy

gets a boost compared to using just a single depth image with an absolute increase of 0.1

and relative improvement of 30% even with just a few bits.
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Implementation details

For color image set retrieval, depending on the target datasets, we use different pre-

trained CNN model as feature extraction module. For experiments on face dataset, we

use the CASIA face model [Yi et al. 2014]. e output of pool5 layer is treated as fea-

ture. We replaced Relu with parametric Relu as activation function which gives a lile

improvement in performance. For the object dataset, we use the VGG-16 [Simonyan and

Zisserman 2014] model which won ILSVRC-2014 competition [Russakovsky et al. 2015].

For MNIST and CIFAR10, we use custom designed network structures. MNIST network

uses two 5 × 5 convolution layers, each followed by a 2 × 2 max pooling layer. A fully

connected layer with 256 nodes is used to compute the feature. For CIFAR network, 3

convolution with max pooling layers are used and followed by a fully connected layer for

feature extraction. For all the datasets except MNIST and CIFAR10, we expand each origi-

nal image set by generating 50 subsets. If the set is small, we perform augmentation using

the random transformations described in Section.6.2 to make the set at least 10 images,

then do the sampling. Training is performed with 3000 triplets in each epoch and run

for 10000 epochs. e triplet margin α is set to 1
2

√
b where b is the number of bits used

in a given experiment, this seing makes the margin grow sub-linearly with increasing

binary code sizes.

For 3D shape retrieval using depth sets, we resize each depth image to a fixed size of

64 by 64 given that depth image has smaller variations compared with color images. We

adopt the VGG-a as the deep network architecture to learn the feature representation from

depth images. It is pretrained on synthesized depth images generated fromModelNet and
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fine-tuned on UW dataset.

We implemented all our approaches witheano [Bastien et al. 2012] and TensorFlow

[Abadi et al. 2015] and the training is performed on a NVIDIA GTX Titan X.

6.4 Conclusion

In this work, we tackle the challenging problem of hashing image sets for scalable match-

ing, with its application in both color and depth sets. We introduce a deep network which

takes an image set as input, and processes it with image feature extraction, set feature

computation and finally binary encoding. e network is learned from end-to-end where

triplet loss is used to optimize the hashing output. Extensive experiments are conducted

showing our set based hashing is superior to single image based hashing which is also

trained using deep learning models. Our method is also able to achieve similar retrieval

performancewith state-of-the-art setmatching algorithmswhich does not have a compact

representation as binary codes and use more complicated class-specific models. Further

experiments show our approach is able to improve with larger set size and the set features

we used are complementary and work beer when used together. We apply the proposed

set hashing approach to tackle 3D shape retrieval by representing a 3D shape as a set of

depth images. State-of-the-art performance is achieved by using our set hashing with a

much smaller memory footprint.

Set hashing is a valid solution to real-world problems when dealing with large collec-

tion of images. Our future effort will be dedicated to the design of a network architecture

which can potentially learn set features and generate domain specific set data.
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Part III

3D Novel Object Pose Estimation
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Chapter 7

Proxy-based 3D Novel Object Pose Estimation

7.1 Problem Statement

ree-dimensional (3D) novel object pose estimation is the problem of estimating 6 degree

of freedom (6DOF) poses of the objects in a scene. e pose data includes location <

x, y, z > and orientation < α, β, γ >. Given an RGB-D image, we want to detect all the

objects in the recognizable categories (localization) and estimate the orientation of each

object in the 3D space. Most existing work can be divided into two types based on its prior

knowledge about the presence of objects. e first type assumes we know the presence

of the objects and the corresponding 3D models; hence, the task is to localize them and

predict their orientations. e second type assumes we do not know whether an object

appears in the scene, and if it does, then we estimate its orientation with the 3D model.

is is a detection and pose estimation problem. ough the second type is more realistic

and challenging, both types assume we have access to the accurate 3D models of the

objects which can potentially appear in the scene. With this assumption, techniques are

developed to train specific machine learning algorithms on these 3D models beforehand

and use them for evaluation. However, this is not a common situation where we oen

encounter unknown scenes and unfamiliar objects, e.g., autonomous robot and marker-
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less augmented reality. In these situations, not only do we not know what objects will

appear in the scene, but we do not have the exact 3D models for estimating the pose.

Given this open scene pose estimation problem, we draw inspiration from recent data-

driven techniques in computer vision where many data points are available to be used to

transfer knowledge to visually similar test cases. is method has been used in object

recognition [Malisiewicz, Gupta, and Efros 2011b], 3D modeling [Chaudhuri and Koltun

2010], image inpainting [Hays and Efros 2007], and many more. is is a powerful idea

that effectively uses existing information of a domain to help inference on new, unseen

data. In this chapter, we propose a novel algorithm for open scene 3D object pose es-

timation. We leverage our previous work for 3D shape retrieval to search for a similar

3D model in a pre-collected database as a proxy for pose estimation. A pose estimator

is trained on the proxy model which predicts the orientation of the object in the cur-

rent image view based on the proxy coordinate system. By combining object detection

with proxy-based pose estimation, our method achieves beer prediction accuracy than

state-of-the-art methods when the ground truth 3D models are not available and similar

accuracy compared to the case when we have the exact 3D models.

7.2 Approa

Object Detection on RGB-D Images using Faster R-CNN

Faster R-CNN [Ren et al. 2015] is a neural network-based object detection technique. It

is the latest development of the regions with CNN features method, aka R-CNN. It lever-
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Figure 7.1: Faster RCNN for RGB-D images.

ages the power of the CNN feature used for image classification and executes it on each

potential object window within the image which is usually referred to as a proposal. By

eliminating the explicit region proposal stage and duplicate feature computation in the

feed-forward process, faster R-CNN enables an end-to-end pipeline for learning a more

effective and efficient object detector. e architecture of the faster R-CNN network is

displayed in Figure.7.1. e main improvement is the region proposal network (RPN) that

is on top of the convolutional feature map which allows sharing computation with clas-

sification and box regression. is helps eliminate the performance boleneck posed by

the external region proposal method like selective search. Aer predicting the proposals,

the process of detection is prey much the same as that of fast R-CNN [Girshick 2015].

We start from training an object detector on color images. It is based on the pretrained

object detector on ImageNet and we fine-tune it on the target dataset. e pretrained

model uses VGG-16 [Simonyan and Zisserman 2014] architecture which shows excellent

performance on various datasets. e fine-tuning is performed for both the region pro-

posal network and classification. ere are several changes we have made to the original

faster R-CNN to simplify the training while maintaining the performance. First, the ROI
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pooling is replaced by the crop_and_resize operator to reduce the computational cost. It

crops and resizes feature maps to 14 X 14 and runs max pooling to reduce it to 7 X 7

to match the input size of fc6. Second, the original faster R-CNN removes small propos-

als which are less than 16 pixels in height or width in the original scale. is harms the

detection performance for small objects, hence we include these proposals in our imple-

mentation. Lastly, to optimize for tighter bounding boxes, we use 0.7 instead of 0.5 as the

threshold for determining positive and negative samples.

We further train a detection model on RGB-D images to utilize the additional infor-

mation provided by the depth images. e depth image is combined with the color image

to form a 4-channel tensor to feed into CNN. To make the depth map compatible with

the color image, the depth values are normalized to the range of 0 and 255 as a grayscale

image. We use a large-scale RGB-D dataset to train a base model. en, we fine-tune it

on the target RGB-D dataset.

During testing, given each input image, we first run the learned detector to identify

a set of potential windows with the predicted class labels. Non-maximum suppression

(NMS) is applied to remove duplicate detection and select the best bounding boxes.

Retrieval based Proxy Selection

3D Object Proxy

Given a detected bounding box in the RGB-D image, we would like to estimate its 3D

pose. Since we do not assume that we have the exact 3D model for the target object, we

instead find a 3Dmodel from a database to serve as a proxy for the estimation. A proxy 3D
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model or simply proxy of an object in our context refers to a 3D model from a predefined

database that is visually similar to the actual object model. e intuition behind a proxy

is that a similar object model can be used to estimate the 3D pose even if the exact model

is not presented. is aligns well with our perception of transferring knowledge from a

familiar object to a new, but similar one.

Proxy Sear

RGB-D Object Segmentation from Detection Box: To search for a proxy, we utilize our

method for single depth view-based 3D model retrieval [Feng, Wang, and Chang 2016].

In this case, our input is a bounding box from an RGB-D image instead of a segmented

depth image. To transform it to the same input format of the retrieval algorithm, we em-

ploy our RGB-D segmentation method [Feng et al. 2016]. e cue-selection based RGB-D

segmentation was originally designed as an interactive algorithm which requires a user

to specify both the foreground and background pixels to initiate the algorithm. Although

the background prior along the image boundary used in the previous paper can eliminate

the need to specify the background clicks, at least one foreground click is still neces-

sary. To automatically specify the foreground clicks, we look at the depth statistics in the

bounding box region. Assume the box is reasonably tight for the object, the depth values

of the pixels belong to the object and those belonging to the background usually have

considerable difference. We apply adaptive thresholding [Otsu 1979] on the depth patch

of the box to separate them into two regions. e one with the larger area is chosen as the

potential foreground region. Hence, we can sample the pixels within the region to serve

as foreground clicks to simulate user clicks. Since we already have the bounding box for
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the target object, it is straightforward to place background clicks outside the box, prefer-

ably a bit farther away from the box to avoid placing them near the true object boundary

which would affect the results. We do this by sampling the pixels that lie on the edge of

a larger window of the detected bounding box. Now we have both foreground clicks and

background clicks automatically placed, we can apply the RGB-D segmentation algorithm

to obtain an accurate segmentation mask of the target object.

Proxy Selection by 3D Object Retrieval: Based on the definition of a 3D proxy, we

need to explore a 3D model database to find a visually similar model to approximate the

actual 3D model of the target object. Since our query is in the form of an RGB-D im-

age segment, we employ the single depth-based 3D retrieval approach [Feng, Wang, and

Chang 2016] which is designed to handle such scenario. In this approach, we train an

object-specific autoencoder to model the view manifold of the object to handle the arbi-

trary query view. It works quite well even just using depth and is robust towards noisy

captured depth image. Similarly, we synthesize depth images from 3D models in our

database, scale them to a fixed size, and normalize the depth value to the range of 0 to

255. A further fine-tuning process is conducted using ground truth annotations on the

RGB-D dataset of choice to adapt the autoencoders to real depth input and re-calibrate

the raw similarity score. In our experiment, we use NYU Depth2 which has a significant

number of target objects captured in the RGB-D images with pixel level labels. In the

ideal case, we would need the RGB-D images of the object which has the exact shape of

the target 3D model learned by the autoencoder. It is impossible to obtain these for all the

database CAD models. We adopt a similar approach as in [ibid.] to fine-tune the autoen-

coders via a weakly-supervised manner using only the category label of the depth images
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Figure 7.2: Visualization of the learned autoencoder weights for two chair 3D models
using synthesized depth images.

from the NYU Depth2 dataset. Each target object, for instance, a chair, is extracted from

the pixel labels to form a separate bounding box; segments from these boxes are fed into

the autoencoder ensemble to adjust the weights.

We show the learned weights of a 3D chair model from the autoencoder in Figure.7.2.

Even with limited training data, given the relative low variation space of the depth image,

it performs well in capturing the geometric properties of different views, showing the

critical shape structure of the chair model.

Aer learning an autoencoder for each 3Dmodel, we now can feed the target segment

into each of them and compute a similarity score as in [Feng, Wang, and Chang 2016].

e score is used to rank all the 3D models to identify the most similar one to be used as

the proxy. Different from the standalone retrieval task, there are a few adjustments we

need to make. First, the category information from the object detection can be effectively

used to narrow down the search space. It not only ensures the proxy we find is in the
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same category as the target object, making it a semantically meaningful proxy, but also

decreases the search time since the operation is performed in a small subset of the whole

dataset. Second, we need to consider the cases where a similar proxy does not exist in our

database, although they are from the same category. We do a quality check aer retrieval

by checking the similarity score against a confidence threshold which is set empirically by

looking at the score from the ground truth models. For those that do not have a confident

proxy, we consider the estimation to be failed. However, we want to point out that this

challenge can be well relived as we add more 3D models to the database.

Pose Regression from Proxy Model

Once we have successfully obtained a proxymodel from the database for the target object,

we can perform pose estimation for it. Based on the idea of knowledge transfer, given a

view image I of a target object O, we can predict the pose pI by searching for a similar

pose in the proxy modelMO. Note, since we have the location and size information from

the detection, we only need to predict the orientation to get the full 6DoF. is can be

denoted as pI(α, β, γ). A straightforward way to do view-based pose estimation is by

synthesizing the object views from different pose configurations of the proxy model and

perform image matching using some type of visual feature. Although this simple idea

may work with a reasonably good visual features like the deep network feature, it is not

practical to exhaustively match the large number of views that can be produced from a 3D

model. To eliminate the brute-force search, we use a regression model to directly predict

the pose values given an image view. Since the pose information is specific to a given
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Figure 7.3: Pipeline of training and evaluating the view pose regressor.

3D object, we need to train the pose regressor on each database model. e training only

needs to be done once and can be used efficiently during testing.

A diagram of the pose regression can be found in Figure.7.3. e training is performed

on a per object basis. During training, the depth images are synthesized from a 3D CAD

model capturing various viewpoints, which is similar to the process for generating multi-

view images for training the autoencoder. Each depth image is associated with a pose

label. e regressor takes a view image and outputs its pose in the coordinate system of

the proxy model. e hidden layer activation from the proxy autoencoder is used as the

feature vector. is representation is widely used to perform recognition and search. is

feature is then treated as the training sample to learn a regressor to fit the ground truth

pose; here, it is the orientation angle of each axis.

e original pose is represented as a Euler angle which is intuitive and easy to work

with. However, due to the periodicity and non-continuous angle space of the Euler angle,

it is not the correct representation to be used in Euclidean space for optimizing the random

forest. us, we convert the Euler angle to a 4D quaternion form qI . Both qI and pI can be

converted back and forth conveniently [Conversion between quaternions and Euler angles].
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7.3 Experiments

Datasets

A database of 3D CAD models is needed for the proxy model selection. To increase the

likelihood of retrieving a similar proxy, we use a subset of ModelNet [Wu et al. 2015] as

database. ModelNet is a large-scale CAD model dataset comprising 662 object categories

with about 127,915 unique 3D models. 10 popular categories within ModelNet have been

manually verified and models within each category are aligned to a conanical coordinate

system. We sample 200 3D models from each category for searching the proxies.

We use NYU Depth2 dataset [Silberman et al. 2012a] as RGB-D image input for all

experiments. e dataset consists of 1,449 paired RGB and depth images from cluered

scenes captured by a Kinect sensor. e dataset contains objects from a wide range of cat-

egories, including table, chair, bed, desk, monitor, etc. For our task of pose estimation, we

use the five categories which appears also in ModelNet’s 10 categories and are manually

labeled for the pose using the ModelNet data [Guo and Hoiem 2013]. e five categories

are bed, chair, desk, sofa, and table.

Results for Object Detection

Mean average precision (MAP) is used to evaluate the performance of object detection

as in previous works [Ren et al. 2015]. e experiment is conducted separately from

the pose estimation. We compare with [Gupta et al. 2014] since it is the state-of-the-art

method of object detection using the NYU Depth2 dataset and it also uses the CNN-based

detection method. In their method, a separate process is used to compute the segment
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Methods MAP Bed Chair Desk
[Gupta et al. 2014] 35.9 69.4 41.9 13.3
[Gupta et al. 2014] + region feature 39.3 70.6 45.2 15.2
Ours - Faster R-CNN (RGB) 42.3 72.2 45.6 17.4
Ours - Faster R-CNN (RGB-D) 43.8 74.1 46.3 18.3

Table 7.1: Mean Average Precision (MAP) of 3D object detection on NYU Depth2 dataset.
Category specific results are shown for three categories.

proposals from the image and run a faster R-CNN to perform the detection. Instead of

using the depth image directly, they extract the geometry features, like gravity direction as

additional channels for training the neural network. In our case, we use a large scale RGB-

D dataset to train a detectionmodel end-to-end. e SUNRGB-D dataset [“SUN RGB-D: A

RGB-D Scene Understanding Benchmark Suite”] is used to pretrain the detection model.

e dataset contains 10,000 RGB-D images, on a similar scale as the PASCAL VOC dataset.

e whole dataset is densely annotated and includes 146,617 2D polygons and 58,657 3D

bounding boxes with accurate object orientations. We only use the 2D polygons and class

labels to train a faster R-CNN detector on the RGB-D images. e NYU Depth2 dataset is

used to fine-tune the model for beer performance in detection.

We report the object detection performance in Table.7.1.

Our method using the faster R-CNN performs favorably compared to the state-of-the-

art fast R-CNN based approach. Even with only color images, we see an improvement

in accuracy of 3%. It indicates the advantage of integrating the region proposal into the

same network training process and the benefit of fine-tuning on this specific dataset. By

combining both RGB and the depth image, we can further improve the performance of

detection, reaching the best accuracy, as seen in the last row of Table.7.1. e depth

image contains useful information of an object’s geometry, e.g., the structure of a bed,
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Figure 7.4: Object detection results on NYU Depth2 using faster RCNN.

which helps complement the appearance information from the RGB image. e speed for

running the trained detector is also very satisfying at 5fps.

Some example detection results can be seen in Figure.7.4. e predicted bounding

boxes are very tight around the object and it performs well even under occlusion.

Results for the Pose Estimation

e closest pose estimation work to our method is [Gupta et al. 2015] which aligns a 3D

model to an RGB-D image. We use it as our comparison method. In training the pose

regressor for a proxy model, we use 4 decision trees to compose a random forest. Each

decision tree has a maximum depth of 10 with the minimum sample number to split as

five. For a detected object in an RGB-D image, we perform the pose estimation to predict

its orientation using a proxy model. en, we apply the orientation to the proxy model

and render an object mask and overlay it on the detection window by uniform scaling.

We use intersection-over-union (IoU) to measure the overall accuracy for both location

and rotation. It is computed as the ratio between the intersected pixels and the unified

pixels from the projected pose rendering and the ground truth mask. We compute the

average IoU on the test set of the NYU Depth2 dataset, counting only the objects within
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Methods MAP Bed Chair Desk Table Sofa
[Gupta et al. 2014] (exact model) 37.1 68.7 35.6 10.8 12.3 48.5
Ours - proxy model 37.3 70.2 34.3 9.8 13.4 50.2
Ours - exact model 39.2 72.3 37.8 11.2 14.6 51.4

Table 7.2: IoU of pose estimation.

our annotated categories. Table.7.2 summarizes the results.

We report results of our methods in two scenarios, with or without the proxy model.

From the table, we can see the proxy-based method does a very good job in predicting the

pose even when the actual 3D model of the target object is not available. Compared to the

competing method where an exhaustive search for the best model and ICP refinement is

used, our method effectively uses the proxy model to achieve slightly beer performance

but using a much simpler process with no refinement. anks to the similar proxy model

and the robust visual feature, we demonstrate that our pose estimation algorithm works

well in a novel situation for new objects which are different from the predefined targets.

When the exact model is available, our method obtains beer accuracy with a 2.1% im-

provement over the compared method and consistently outperforms it in each category.

e bed category achieves much higher accuracy due to its simple geometry and large

size. e desk and table provide the lowest performance since they are very easy to be

occluded by objects like chairs or people and have a more complicated shape with legs,

which is significantly more difficult to perform detection and pose prediction.

Since the overall approachmixes the results from detection and orientation prediction,

this does not explicitly show the accuracy of our pose estimation alone, e.g., the predicted

orientation may be similar to the ground truth but the projected object mask may not.

To illustrate a clear view of how the pose regression performs, we isolate the evaluation
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Methods ∆p Bed Chair Desk Table Sofa
[Gupta et al. 2014] - exact model 7.5 3.2 4.1 8.6 9.2 4.3
Ours - proxy model 7.2 2.9 4.2 8.3 9.3 4.2
Ours - exact model 7.0 2.8 4.1 8.1 8.2 3.9

Table 7.3: Mean orientation difference for pose estimation.

of the pose estimation for orientation. First, we obtain the predicted orientation in the

form or quaternion, then we compute the difference between the predicted pose and the

ground truth pose in the same coordinate system. Last, we convert the difference value

back to Euler angle and measure the average degree difference among all axes. Table.7.3

summarizes the results.

Figure.7.5 shows several example results for both detection and the pose estimation.

e projected object mask aer applying the predicted pose is overlaid and visualized in

assorted colors, depending on the object category. Our method performs reasonably well

without using the exact 3D models. e retrieved proxy model shares enough similar-

ity to approximate the actual model and is correctly used for estimating the pose. Even

with a cluered environment, our method can detect and align the proxy model to the

target object with a certain degree of tolerance to occlusion. Multiple objects can also be

processed within the same scene.

Regardless of the promising performance, we can still easily identify some mistakes.

Figure.7.5c illustrates that a few chairs were missed due to the heavy occlusion that fails

the detection module. e two chairs in Figure.7.5d obtain inaccurate pose predictions

largely due to the unavailability of similar proxy models. e couch case is particularly

interesting. e detector is unable to detect the whole couch, only part of it. Furthermore,

our pose estimator successfully recovers the pose of the partial couch by using a proxy
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(a) Bed and chair

(b) Bed

(c) Chairs

(d) Couch and chairs

Figure 7.5: Example pose estimation results. e proxy model is superimposed on the
input image with the predicted pose. Assorted colors are used to denote different object
categories.
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couch that looks similar. ese examples indicate the challenging nature of the problem,

especially when multiple objects are present in the same scene.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we introduced a novel proxy-based pose estimation method for RGB-D

images which can effectively estimate the 6DoF pose of an object without using the exact

3D model. e approach leverages the state-of-the-art faster R-CNN algorithm for object

detection and combines both RGB and depth images to achieve higher accuracy. RGB-

D segmentation is performed on the detected window to obtain a detailed segmentation

mask of the target object. To address the issue where a 3D model is unavailable for pose

estimation, we utilized the idea of knowledge transfer by searching for a proxy model

which is visually similar to the actual 3D model for the target object. A pose regressor

is trained on the proxy model using synthesized depth images from multiple viewpoints

to predict the pose of an unknown view. Our experiments show the effectiveness of the

whole pipeline which achieves superior performance compared to the state-of-the-art

model alignment method.

Future work will be focused on designing more effective ways to manage occlusion

and noisy depth input, leveraging more powerful deep network models, and beer train-

ing protocols to increase the domain adaptiveness of training with synthesized data and

evaluating on captured data.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

Understanding 3D objects in a physical scene plays a fundamental role in building com-

putational machines that can extract meaningful information of the visual world like hu-

mans do at a certain level. is dissertation presents a series of work covering three major

research problems including 3D object segmentation, 3D object retrieval, and 3D object

pose estimation. We explore these problems in a seing where both color image and

depth image are available through modern depth sensors. To leverage this augmented

sensor input, we propose and develop new machine learning algorithms that exploit the

inherent characteristics of the data and train models to learn both a powerful feature

representation as well as high-performing predictors surpassing the state-of-the-art tech-

niques. ese methods are further connected to form a complete 3D object understanding

pipeline which progressively extracts rich information about a 3D object from a single

RGB-D image, making new applications possible in practice with portable 3D sensors.

8.1 Summary of Contributions

3DObject Segmentation: We proposed a novel interactive image segmentation algorithm

operating on an RGB-D image via a cue selection framework. e method effectively

fuses multiple feature cues (e.g., color, depth, and normal) into a unified multi-label MRF
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framework. Foreground confidence is adaptively computed based on user inputs using

a geodesic distance transform. A pairwise term considering both the segmentation label

and the cue label is designed to allow automatic selection of the best cue for determining

the segmentation result locally while encouraging overall smooth labeling in an image.

Extensive experiments on five large-scale RGB-D datasets captured by Kinect v1 and v2

show our algorithm achieves much beer performance than algorithms using only color

information. Also, significant improvement is obtained beyond the state-of-the-art RGB-

D interactive segmentation algorithm.

3D Object Retrieval: We investigated a new cross-domain shape retrieval seing

where the query is captured by low-cost depth sensors and the targets are high-quality

CAD models. e capability of linking a captured object with objects in a database lies at

the heart of our pipeline which allows transfer of knowledge associated with the database

models to perform predictions on the observed objects. Given different input formats for

representing the query object, three methods are proposed respectively for each distinct

scenario. e first type of input is the 3D point cloud reconstructed from the captured

depth images. To address the challenging issues, like noise and incomplete user-captured

models, we present a novel retrieval method that explores the unique power of regression

tree fields. In particular, we formulate our objective as a minimization problem of the CRF

potential function, which contains a unary termmeasuring the similarity of cross-domain

partial matching and a pairwise term with embedded geometric consistency. Both terms

are determined using efficient random forest algorithms. We conduct extensive empiri-

cal studies on two benchmark datasets from the well-known SHREC. e results clearly

corroborate the superior performance of the proposed method, compared with other rep-
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resentative shape retrieval algorithms.

Considering the inconvenience of reconstructing the point cloud and the sensitivity

to the noisy 3D data, we consider an input type using just a single depth image like taking

a photo. A novel approach based on an ensemble of autoencoders is presented in which

an autoencoder is trained on each database model and can yield a likelihood measure

for an input depth image. Each autoencoder learned from the synthesized multi-view

depth images and effectively captured the essential structure of the 3D object. To bridge

the cross-domain gap, a novel domain adaptation layer is further trained using multiple

instance learning to produce final ranking scores. Extensive experiments demonstrate

promising performance of our approach to this challenging task. It achieves much higher

precision for object rankings compared to the global autoencoder and other state-of-the-

art methods.

Finally, a scenario in which queries are a set of images, rather than just one single im-

age, is explored. is is easier to capture than the point cloud and offers richer information

of the object compared to the single depth image. We develop hashing based methods to

solve this problem and also achieve scalable retrieval over a large database of target im-

age sets. We introduce a deep network which takes an image set as input, and processes

it with image feature extraction, computing the set feature and finally converting it to a

single binary code. e network is learned from end-to-end where the triplet loss is used

to optimize the hashing output and feature learning. Extensive experiments show our

set-based hashing is superior to single image-based hashing, which is also trained using

deep models. Our method is also able to achieve comparable retrieval performance with

the state-of-the-art set matching algorithms which however do not have a compact repre-
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sentation as binary codes and use more complicated class-specific models. We apply the

proposed set hashing approach to address the 3D shape retrieval by representing the 3D

shape and input data as a set of depth images. State-of-the-art performance is achieved

by using our set hashing with a much smaller memory footprint.

3D Object Pose Estimation: We proposed a novel proxy-based pose estimation

method for the RGB-D images which can effectively estimate the 6DOF pose of a pre-

sented object without using the 3D model corresponding to the object. e approach

leverages the state-of-the-art faster RCNN for object detection and combines both the

RGB and the depth images to achieve high accuracy. e RGB-D segmentation is per-

formed on the detected window to obtain a detailed segmentation mask of the target ob-

ject. To confront the issue of lacking 3D model for the target object, we utilize the idea of

knowledge transfer by searching for a proxy model which is visually similar to the actual

3Dmodel for the target object. A pose regressor is then trained on the proxy model by us-

ing synthesized and captured depth images from multiple viewpoints to predict the pose

of an unknown view. Our experiments show the effectiveness of the whole pipeline that

achieves superior performance compared to the state-of-the-art model alignment method.

is work shows the power of our overall pipeline in processing and understanding 3D

objects in an open scene and provides insights on how different components can be inte-

grated to solve new problems in practice.

Key Insights

We summarize below the key insights delivered by the proposed works:
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• While combining multiple feature cues for object segmentation, a winner-takes-

all based cue selection strategy generally works beer than weighted combination

of all cues. is approach is shown to achieve beer accuracy as well as offering

intuitive interpretation of how cues are used in the segmentation.

• Using synthesized data to train a machine learning model and use captured data to

do refinement is shown to work well in 3D retrieval work. is eliminates the need

to gather large scale real world training data to save cost and ensure label quality.

• Training an object specific autoencoder model outperforms the global autoencoder

model for single depth based 3D retrieval. It also allows dynamic object addition to

the database.

• Using a visually similar model as proxy without the exact 3D model turns out to be

effective in pose estimation problem.

8.2 Future Work

Although innovative approaches are introduced in this dissertation to address the chal-

lenging problem of 3D object understanding, this is far from a solved problem given its

wide scope and large variation of the data domain. We discuss to mention a few potential

problems to study in the future.

Representation Learning on 3D Data: Deep learning has gained huge success in var-

ious fields in computer vision since its significant advancement in image classification at

ImageNet 2012. With the power of automatic feature learning, it eliminates the need to

design specific features for a given problem, optimizing the performance in an end-to-end
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manner directly from raw image pixels. Although deep learning has achieved astonishing

results in image-based vision problems, it has not been widely studied for processing 3D

data. One of the core reasons is that the modern deep neural network performs feature

extraction through convolutional layers which is well defined in the image domain where

pixels lie in a grid space. However, for 3D data, there is no standard format to perform

3D convolution. e point cloud is a sparse representation which resides in a continuous

space, making it impossible to directly perform any 3D convolution. To address this is-

sue, some works have been proposed to convert a 3D model into a volumetric form where

small cubes (voxels) are used to construct the object geometry. Approximate convolution

is then conducted by treating each voxel as a real value. Promising results are seen from

these types of methods, but the result is not garanteed to be optimal. Plus, the computa-

tional cost of performing 3D convolution is much higher than the 2D counterpart, calling

for more efficient implementations or hardware support.

More Effective Model Learning on Synthesized Data: Techniques like deep learning

require a significant amount of labeled data to train a powerful model that could gener-

alize well in real-world applications. It is well recognized that collecting this type of data

is very expensive and time consuming. anks to computer graphics, we could synthe-

size image data from 3D models and use them as training data. is offers potentially

an infinite number of images paired with ground truth labels which can be generated

automatically. is is a very powerful idea to use high-quality synthesized data to train

a deep network and apply it to evaluate real cases. However, due to the difference of

data characteristics between synthesized and captured data, especially for depth images,

it remains challenging to achieve satisfatory performance. Additional consideration must
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be taken to update the pretrained model by fine-tuning using real captured data or aug-

menting training data by approximating the captured data distribution during synthesis.

To understand the possibility of leveraging simulated data for model training, theoretical

analysis is also needed to measure the domain difference and the ability to generalize.

Given this guidance, it would be very exciting to see the potential to train a deep learning

model to perform a new task in an efficient and cost-effective way.

Higher ality Depth Sensing: Some of the major issues encountered are in our

research are caused by the low quality of captured depth images. is is an inevitable

sacrifice due to the push for higher portability and lower cost. e hardware design must

make trade-offs among the sensor size, capability, baery life, and other factors. e sec-

ond version of Kinect has already greatly improved the fidelity of the depth image and

capture much smaller objects compared to its predecessor. However, it requires stan-

dalone power and is too large to be used in mobile devices. Recent mobile depth sensors

like the structure sensor can match the level of precision achieved by the first version of

Kinect with a much smaller size that can fit into a tablet or cell phone. Regarding the so-

ware, neither structured light nor time-of-flight can produce a high-quality depth map in

outdoor scenes with natural sunlight. ey tend to be noisy and incomplete with holes. It

would be interesting to see how certain intelligent algorithms can be integrated directly

into the sensor like computational photography to improve the raw quality of the depth

image. We believe that incorporating depth sensors in mobile devices with reliable 3D

sensing, computer vision techniques can be truly unleashed to enable ground breaking

applications, and this requires advancement in both soware and hardware.
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